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JANUARY 262 1000.
To Iliemhere of thc joint Economic Committee:

Transmitted herewith are materials examining tho uso of relocation
assistance by governments to promote the mobility of unemployed
workers front labor surplus areas to areas where employment is avail-
able. This study is particularly timely because the United States, for
the first time, is caming out a series of labor mobility demonstratipn
projects aimed at moving various types of unemployed workers. While
relocation aseistanee programs in 10 countries and the European Coal
and Steel Community are used in this study, particular emphasis has
been placed on the programs used in Canada, France, Sweden, the
United Kingdom, and the United States

This stud-y, "Prtwains for Relocating Workers Used by Govern-
ments of Selected COuntrieR" was prepared at the request of the cora-
mittee by Prof. Martin Selmitzer of the Department of Business
Administration, Virginia Polyteclmic Institute. It is paper No. 8 of
the series on Economic Policke and Praetke8. Study paper No. 5 of
this series, entitled "Unemployment Programs in Sweden," was also
pre ared by Professor Selmitzer and published early in 1004.

he papers in the series on economie policies and practices are being
issued as aids to an increased understanding of economic policies and
institutions in the various industrial countries. I believe that by mak-
ing data more readily available for a comparison of national policies
and practices in various areas,not only members of our committee but,
also, other Members of fhb CORgIVS8 and the general reader will be
aided in understanding etonomic problems witltin the framework of
the enterprise and free market "niles of the game" as practiced
the leading industrial nations. In these papers, the views exp
aro exclusively those of the authors and do not necessarily repro=
the views of the committee or individual members thereof.

Sincerely,
WRIGHT PATHAN,

Chairman, Jokt Economic Committee.

Hon. Wmour PATMANI
Chairman,Joint Eeonomk Committee,
U.S. Howe of Repreeentativee,Irohing ion, D.C.

DrAn Mn. CHAIRMAN : Trtuismitted herewith is a paper entitled
"Programs for Relocating Workers Used by Governments of Selected
Countries," prepared by Prof. Martin Selmitzer of the Department
of Business .Adininistration, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, for the

JANUARY 24, 1000.
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committee's series on &anomie Policia and Praaticee, The paper Di

presented as prepared by Professor Selmitzer.
The materials for this study wore derived from the author's inter-

views with labor market authorities in the French Ministries of Labor
and Agriculture, the Swedish National Labor Market Board, the
British Ministry of Labor, the British National Coal Beard, the Brit-
ish Railways System, and the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Develoyment. Interviews were held also with State employment
personnel in the United States 'who have been responsible for the
mana t mon t of the htbor mobility demonstration pro ects. The study
was ncod largely by k grant awarded the author by the American
Philos° htlal Society.

ineerely,
JAMS W. KNOWIZOI

Executive Dkeator.



PREFACE

VIO purpose of this monograph is to examine government relocation
assistance programs &signed to move unemployed workers from areas
rhere suitable emploment opportunities do not exist to areas wlwre
]obs are available. Relocation assistance will be looked at from the
standpoint of a p_oliey device which can be used to reduce regional
upemployment. It is the premise of the monograph that policies
aimed at attracting industries to problem areas are not sufficient, for
the reason that some areas lack the economic base to attract jilting
In several countries, geographical isolation of niany areas from t
market and population centers= ke the areas unattractive to industry.
In most of fho icountries used n the study, a decline in employment in
particular industriescoal mining, shipbuilding, etc.is reeponsible
for high unemployment rates in various regions. The workers who
become uilemployed often do not _possess the requisite skills to be re-
absorbed. into employment in the home region, but can be readily em-
ployed in regions whore labor is in short supply.

Countries used in this study are: Belgium, Canada, Denmai
Franco, Holland, Norway, Sweden, the United Kingdom, the Unite
States, and West Germany. All lutve relocation assistance programs.
To some countries, Sweden in particulari relocation amide= is an
important instrument of overall employment policy.

Relocation assistance refers to the payment of travel expenses to the
new place of employment to unemployed workers who cannot secure
employment in their home areas. A removal allowance for the cost
of moving furnituro and other household effects is usually included.
Family allowances are often paid to workers who cannot find housing
for their families in the new place of employment. Starting allow-
ances are also often paid to workers to help them exist until the first
pay day.

The materials for thin stutr were derived from interviews with labor
market authoritiec in the French Ministries of Labor and Apicul-
ture, the Swedish National Labor Market 13oard, the British Ministry
of Labor, the 13ritik National Coal Board, the British Railways Sys-
tem, and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment. Interviews were also held with State employment personnel in
the United States who have been responsible for the management of the
labor mobility demonstrationprojects.

The author wishes to thank the following people who assisted him
in obtainhig the materials for the monograph: Mr. Charke Stewart,
labor representative attached to the U.S. mission to the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development; Mr. Gosta Reim, head
of the Swedish mi ion to the same organizetion; Mr. Richard Searing,
former asaistant labor attach6 at the American Embassy in Paris; Mi..
Moines Byrne, labor attach6 at the American Embassy in London;



VI PREFACE

Miss Barbara Green, of the British Ministry of Labor, and Ur. Dun-
Mt Rutter, of the National Coal Boanl Mr. iTorma Kaukonen, labor
attitch6 at the Amorican Embassy in Stockholm, Sweden, and Mr.
Curt Canarp of the Swedish National Labor Market Board; Mr. Sey-
mour Bramlwein and Mr. Howard Carpenter, of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor ; and, finally, Mr. flolm Elliott and Mr. Randolph Bruce,
of the Virginia Employment Commission; Mr. Robert Lofaso, of the
North Carolina Fund; 3Ir. Huy Parker, of the West Virginia De-
wirtment of Employment Secunty; and Mr. Samuel Evans, of the
Kentucky Department of Employment Security.

The author also wiltes to aelmowledge the financial support for
travel to Emilie which was given by the American Ithilosophical
Society.
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PROGRAMS FOR RELOCATING WORKERS USED BY GOVERN.

MENTS OF SELECTED COUNTRIES

CHAPTER I

GENERAL BACKGROUND OF RELOCATION PROGRAMS

INMDUCTION

The purpose of this study is to review and evaluate programs used
m the following countries to relocate unemployed wor (ors: Belgiumj
Canada, Denmark, France, Holland, :Corway, Sweden, the United
Kingdom, the United States, and West Germany. The worker re-
adaptation 'program with, reference to unemployed coal and iron ore
miners which is used by the Common Market countries is also included.

The theme of the study is token from an article which appeared in
Lloyds Bank Review titled, "Must We Always Take Work to the
Workers?" I The premise of this article is that unemployed or under-
opployed workers living in areas with inferior employment opportu-
nities should be assisted to move 1 o areas with more favorable oppor-
tunities by a Government-sponsored program of relocation allowances.
Too much emphasis is placed on subsidies to induce industry to locate
in problem areas. It is necessary to recognize that many areas do not
have the resource base to attract industry regardless of the subsidies
used.

This study will attempt to answer several questions which are of
direct relevance to the U.S. programs for depressed areas. These
questions are as follows:

1. What is the relative emphasis in the Western European coun-
tries with respect to moving unemployed workers to areas where
employment is available as opportd to overall employment pro-
grams including subsidies to attract industry to depressed arepf

. Do the European and Canadian experiences with relocation
allowances to stimulate the mobility of the unemployed su t
policy recommendations for our own relocation program w itch

being carried out under the revised Manpower Development and
Training Act?

3. Has there been a shift in attitudes and policies which involve
the use of relocation allowances to induce the mobility of the
unemployed? 2

III. W. Richardson and IL 0. West, "Must We Always Take Work to the Workers?"
Lloyds Dank )(Mew, No. 71, London, January 1044, pp. 83-49.

IThe use of reloeation Mimi/tames to move the miemployed has !wolfed in Importance
rehttito to other employment.creatIng measures In England and Sweden. Canada and the
United States have new programs. Franco has started a 1110701 comprehensive progrsts
in the last 8 years.
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Regional differences in unemployment rates tend to be a persistent
phenomeilon in all industrial countries., bepause of barriers to the
geographical mobility of labor and capital in the face of structural
changes in the economy. Gensral fiscal and monetary in.easures
aimed at stimulating aggregate demand have in SUMO countries spc-
moiled in causing general overall inflation 'without seriously denting
the problem, of regional unemployment Such policies, although effee-
tive in lowering the national unemployment rate, fail to a major Ixtent
to reduce regional unemployment for the reason that a combination of
factorslack of mobility, lack of skills, and age--serve to keep a num-
ber of people unemployed.

Attempts to rehabilitate a depressed area through the use of sub-
sidles to industry, and public works projects to improve the infra-
structure of the area, are only going to bo partially successful in
solving the problem of =employment. Such devices are of little use
to some depressed areas whose economic base has vilnished. Also, the
gains used by subsidizing the location of industry in depressed areas
must be weighed against the losses suffered by the economy as i whole
when industry is induced to refrain from operating in other areas
where overall production costs aro lower.

The existence of unemployment in certain localities and regions
means that the national income is at a lower level than might other-
wise bo attained. If a government wishes to reduce this =employ-
ment, it is faced with the problem of whether labor should be stimu
lated to move to areas where jobi are available, or whether industry
should be stimulated to move t localities and, regions where labor
is =employe&

The latter approach is favored by all of the countries used in the
study. The attempt to influence the location of industry in depressed
areas usually takes two forms : compensation, by means of Govormnent
subsidies to industry, to localities and regions incause of their lack of
resources for production; and efforts to create, through various means
such as public facilities construction, external economies in certain
localities where such economies are poorly developed, but where the
natural resources for certain types of industry are good.°

There is another factor which favors the location of industry
approach. As labor markets and space have become increasingly tight
in such metropolitan areas as London and Paris, there has been a trend
toward greater emphasis on policies designed to encourage firms to
locate in less industrialized awl less congested areas whore supplies of
unemployed or underemployed workers may be found. Such policies
are regarded as a means of combating wage-push inflation in the more
congested areas.
Arguntente eupporting do movement of worker., to Jobe

Richardson and West, in their well reasoned article, advance three
important reasons for moving the unemployed to areas where employ-
ment is available.4

'The Area Redevelopment Act would include the flrst form. Tim act provided long.term
loans at low rates of interest to attract new businesses to locate in depressed ARM or to
help xpand established businessetwithin the area. The Public Works Acceleration Act
would Include the second form. The construction of new public facilities, it is believed,

will make a more attractive to industry.
6 Richardson and est, op. cit., pp. 2040. The authors, who aro lecturers in economics

in the University of mantle upon Tyne, aro arguing for a more diversifled approach to
the problem of regional unemployment.

Also, one mignt note the publication, "Conditions Favorable to Faster Orowth," National
Economic Development Council, Her Majesty's Stationery 011lee, London, 1002,
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1. In order to have a high rate of economic growth, tient) Ilas
to be a high degree of labor mobility, However, there is a bps
against encourazing labor mobility as a method of dealing with
regional unemployment. It is argued that it is easier to pomade
industg to looate in problem areas than it is to persuade the
unemployed to move from these areas to a new environment.
Finaneial inducements can got industry into a problem ar9a,
whereas the lack of mobility of the unemployed is not as easily
overcome, sinee the immobility stems from an innate unwilling-
new of people to uproot themselves.

2. Hig.h mobility of labor as well as capital characterizes the
purely litissez-faire economy. Yet in the mixed economy of to-
day: Government intervention is directed towtird the mobillty of
captal only, leaving market forces to determine the mobility of
labor. The aseumption is that capital needs the inducements to
locate in a particular area, but labor needs no particular induce-
ment to leave the area,

3. To reduce the relatively high rate of unemployment in
various regions it is new ary to apply a number of employment
measures, since each measure by itself is likely to make only a
marginal reduction in employment. To baee the solution of the
depressed areas problem on ono approachwhich is the attraction
of industry to the less prosperous areasis not likely to be fully
successful. Since the overriding criterion of depressed areas
policy is the reduction of unemployment" some of those who are
unemployed could be expected f,o move, given suitable financial
inducements. This movement would help alleviate labor short-
ages in rapidly expanding regions.

An argament that IS often advanced in favor of moving industry
into depressed areas is that outmigration of people from. these areas
creates a surplus of social capital. What is chiefly referred to here is
that houses, roads, schools, and public utilities are underutilized. To
further the outmigration of the unemployed through relocation assist/.
nee is to speed up the deterioration of social capital within the
depressed area. Sound conservation of resources requires that social
capital invested in communities should not be abandoned when it is
feasible to save such capital.

This argument when applied to many problem areas is uncon-
vincing. The shifts in labor envisaged to reduce unemployment are
small. A ume the objective is to reduce unemployment in a region
from 6 to 2 percent, and assume that half of these unemployed are to
be provided within the region while half Will ACM, This
means that only 1 percent of the total labor force will be re4uired
to move. An ex us on that limited scale is unlikely to lead to the
wastage of social capital. Admittedly, this reasoning is against the
background of regional unemployment in Great Britain which is
much lower than unemployment in many areas in the United States.
Much social capital in these areas is already underutilized.

Auer Lindbeek: professor of economics at the Uthversity of Stook-
holm, in disagreeing with Swedish policies to attract industry into
depressed areas, mans the following recommendations: g

s Asionr Lindbeek,"LocatIon Polley In Sweden," Skandinayleka Banker], Quarterly Review,
:lune 1004, pp. 41-51.
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1. Avoid ompensating by means of subsidies, industriee, and
localitiee which lack naknral facilities for industrial activity.
Also avoid compensating, by mons of subsidies, localities for
their leek of external aeonomies,

2. Let the structure of industry in the conntry follow the nat-
ural resources of the various parts of the country. Allow some
regions to affeume the chsracter of forest areae, natural reserves,
or recreational areas, if the comparative advantages for these
regions are to be found in such areas.

J. Make the greatest possible attempt to solve the unemploy-
ment problem in northern Sweden through moving the un-
em_ployed away from regions that lack the resources to attract
induetry. By all means, coppensate labor generously for the
inconvenience and costs associated with retraining and. movement.

Lindbeek does not argue for the mese evacuation of-depressed areas.
He believes in limiting industrial location polie,y measures to areas
with good development potential.° lie realizes that measures to pro.
mete mobility of labor out of the depreesed areas may not be effective

some eases for a number of reasons. Nevertheless, he contends that
not every depressed area must or should haye indgetry to absorb the
=employed. He advocates a selective location policy which is aimed
it the improvement of localities and areas with the greatest chance of
being saved.

BTATIVUNT Or Tux rim=

Certain characteristics are common to the economies of all of the
countries used in this study. These clutracteristics are as follows :

1. Although the unemployment rate in most of the countries is
low by any standard, regional unemployment at a rate well above
the national average ekists.1 In the -United Kingdom, for ex-
ample, the unemployment rate in Northern Ireland is several times
greater than the national average. The unemployment rate in
Scotland is almost twice as high as the national average.° In the
United Staten, unemployment rates in some commties in the Ap-
palachian Region are two to three times the national average.°
In Sweden, two provinces in the northern part have had unem.
ployment Wen which were four times the national average.

2. There has been a pronounced decline in employment in certain
industries. Time workers who are laid off are often unskilled and
semiskilled and are more difficult to absorb into other employ-
ment. Whole areas are affected by the decline of an industry.
In Sweden, there has been a decline in employment in the paper
and pulp industry in the northern and central parts of the country.
Thelextile and shipbuilding industries have also suffered declines
in employment. Much of theunemployment in the United

MM., 0. 01,IThs unemployment rate is the Illehest in Um 'United States. However, differences hi
siessuring unemployment complleato nallonal compftrisoas,

The unemployment rate Is for all of Northern Irtiend fond Srotlanfl. The tmemploya
orient rate In given MAW In Northern IreInnd And Scotland could be much less or much
Ivor than the average rate.

IThe current unemployment rate in 11e1l and Martin Counties (ifentnekr) is 12,2 per-
cost and 20.7 pergcnt, respectively. The tinemployment rate for Len County ('irginia)
la 12,0 percent. The unemployment rate for bielioviell end Mingo Counties West \gr-
illes) is MO preent and 111,11 percent'. respeetIvely. These rates (August- temhec)
Amy be compared to the national average of 4.0 percent,
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dom has also been in areas with declining industrks. In Scotland
the problem is associated with a decline in employment in coal
mining. In Northern Ireland, there has been a decline in ship-
building. In Norway, there has been a (Wine in employment
in the forest and fishing industries. In France, much unemploy-
ment hes been associated with the textile and coal mining indus-
tries. Technological clump in these industries will accentuate
further the problem of regional unemplo'vment.

8. In several countries, but notably Prance, there in a surplus
of farm labor. With the attempt to achieve balarced economic
growth throughout France, an effort is being made to get these
workers off of the land into occupotional areas that are in short
bupply. The same is true to a lesser extent in Sweden.

4. In most cotmtries, but notably France and Great Britain,
the problem of urban vangestion has favored policies aimed at
industrial decentralization. In France, a conscious attempt has
been made to restrict further industrial development in the Paris
area. Subsidies of varying magnitudes are offered to industry
to attract it to other areas ill France.10 In London, control over
buiMing permits hes the effect of forcing industries to other
areas. Tim shortage of labor and space in the large metropolitan
areas has brought about greater reliance on polieies designed to
011Collrage firms to locate in less industrialized and lees congested

areas.
5. The lack of adequate lmusing in the larger cities appears to

be a common denominator in most of the European countries used
in the study. In Great 13ritain, lack of adequate housing is the

major reason why workers receiving resettlement allowances re-
turn to the home area. The same 'problem exists in Sweden and
France. The lack of housing probably has reduced the number
of workers who would utilize relocation assistance by a consid-
erable amount.

The majority of Euro_pean countries have had provisions for reloca-

tion allowances throughout the greater part of the postwar period.

Great Britain has had a program for moving unemployed workers

since the early part of the 1030's. Although there has 'been a shift in

emvhasis toward the decentralization of industry and toward policies
designed to encourage firms to locate in the depressed areas where

su plies of unemployed or underemployed wort(ers may be foundi

po totes exist providing for the payment of relocattonallowalcoti to the
unemployed, and in some countries, notably in Great Brit= and
Sweden, have been made decidedly more liberal in recent years.

The public employment service in most countries hand'les the ad-
ministration of the relocation allowances. Ustmlly, an effort is made
to find employment for the worker before he leaves the home area.

Once a position is found in another area, the worker is referred to the

employment office in that area for placement. In many eases, job

14 recur@ twig system of sliding assistance to Industry. The countrr l divided up Into
four zones. The extent of the Mu to Industry attpends on tne sope rime is problem

full amount of sinishiles. There are two ntermealate %ones In widen Me amount of esone encompassing mast of Normandy end Brittany In which an industry, can receive pe

ald decreases, and the rerismn zone, eaten Ins roughly from flolssons to orleans, loth ch
no aid Is given to industrY.
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retraining has preceded the relocation of the worker. In Sweden, if
the worker does not have the requisito skills for employment in an-
other areal he is given job retraining in a center nearest the home area
aad then assisted to move to an area where the job is available.

Eligibility for relocation allowances is confined to workers who are
unemployed and are experieving problems in finding employment in
the home area. This eligibility is riot necessarily limited to uneme
ployed workers in depressed areas. Moro important is the inability
of the worker to seeure employment in the home area. In Sweden
and Groat Britain, however, workers who aro likely to become unem-
ployed aro also eligible for relocation allowances. Reports of im.
pending layoffs by firms to the Swedish employment servicearo usually
given 2 months in advance. In Franco, relocation allowances aro used
as a device to get underemployed farmworkers off of the farms and
into industry. In Canadp, relocation of the unemployed is regarded
as a. part of a program against poverty.

The great maprity of workers moved under the various programs
of relocation assistance aro unemployed and come from depressed or
underdeveloped areas. In Great Britain and Sweden, 80 percent of
the workers who receive the relocation allowances come from areas of
high unemployment.



CHAPTER I

UNITED KINGDOM*
lwritoDucTioN

The problem in the United ICingdont is basically one of rggional
unemploynynt. Althougy the unemployment rate in the United
Kingdom is lowaveraging around 1.0 percent---there aro regions
whieh heve a much higher rate of unemployment. These regions aro
Scotland, with an unemployment rate of 3.4 percent; Wales, with a
rate of 2.7 percent; Northern Ireland, with a rate of 0.82percent; and
the northern region (Northumberland, Cumberland, Durhami__ and
the North Riding of Yorkshire), with a rate of 2.9 percent.1 Thege
unemployment rates may be contrasted with the rate of 0.9 percent in
London11.8 percent in the Midlands, and 1.1 percent in Yorkshire and
Lincolnshire.2

Government a istanco to unemployed workers moving to take jobs
in new areas has been available for more than 80 years. Durin_g the
depression, there were relocation schemes for which the legisliitive
authority was contained in unemployment insurance legislation. In
1940 the rmettlement transfer scheme Ives introduced itIong roughly
its present lines. Its purpose was to facilitate the mobility. of the un-
employed in those areas designated as "development districts" under
the Distribution of Industry Act of 1948. The current relocation
program, although limited to the development districts, is no longer
limited exclusively to those who are unemployed.

STA'rEMENT OP PROS=

British economic polig.over the last 20 years, if judged in terms of
the objective of maintaining a high level of employment and disre

i
-

gprded from the standpoint of nflation, has been very successful.
Unemployment, expressed as a percentage of the total number of
workers in Great -Britain, has not exceeded 8 percent. However,
some regions have had an unemployment rate which has been con-
sistently higher than the national average. These regions include
Scotland, Northern England (the northern region), and Wales.
Problems exist, in these regions and in Northern Ireland which seem
to resist all attempts to make an appreciable reduction in tho unem-
ployment rate. Dicrative inducements to industry to set up opera-

Tee United Kingdom includes Northern Ireland, Scotland, Wales, and Lnglantl, Oreet
Britain includes oniy the last three territorial units, Northern Iref and, as pointed out ln
a later footnote (14 bas autonomy from Great Britain.

t As of March luuti. q'he September rotes are a little less far most of the reolons.
'British unemployment statistics ere based on n count of unemployed registrants at

em doployment hangem end youth deployment offices, Registrento include persons seeking
unemployment benents unemployed wormers ytho ere not eligible for benefits but who wish
to apply for national assistance grants ; and those who are not eligible either for benefits or
goods mit wion to 000 the services of the employment exchanges. In terms of the Anter1 .
can system, the British unemploytnent rate Is understate% ny_@about 0.8 rereent. Mee
tareetzliliotytnetielte "Report of the President's Oommittee o eluting hituployment and

56-600-00--8
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tions in these regions have at best stabilized the rate of unemploy-
ment,

The unemployment rate in Suitland and the northern region has
always been consistently higher than that for Great Britain in gen-
eral. The table below affords an interesting comparison:

TATUM leUnemployment rates in Seatialui, vorthcrn region, and Great Britain,
for seketea years

Ito Wont]

War Wend Northern
region

Great
Britain

12=-27................ ......rczczccarsccrescsircec-cc-s-c-cce-c - c

110041ccsg -------c cc-..cc-sorc-ccwc-ccmcccc7,==ccccccoccc
1930-09........________,............................--....7
191044., ---c----ccccc.c--------ccrearc==%,ccilmcgcsccccccccccc

.T. rccr.cccgcsocccaccacc=cccycsacccoccseccccccoccmccmccec

10.8
;1434
14.0
3.0
#*0

10.2
MA
17.7
2.4
0.4

10,9
AO
1043
1.0
1.7

8ourets3 Brhigh Wblft Pews No,2183"An Inquiry Into I e Seottivit Economy? end No, 2200, "T le
North MI A Program (or Wont Development aml Urowth," pp. 44 and 10 roepeetwoly.

"foram, region,
The northern region includes the areas of Northumberland, Dor-

ham, and the North Biding of Yorkshire. It has been consistently an
area of tmemployment except for the period 103147 when the unem-
ployment rate approached the national. average. Since 1037, the un-
employment rate has been about 50 percent above the national
average.'

The main cause of the unemployment problem lies in the structure
of the region's industries& In 10621 45 percent of the male jobs in the
region depended on coal Tining, shipbuilding, chemicals, metal manu-
facturing, and heavy engmeermg. The empioyment trend in the lint
two industries has been downwarel, and stationary in the last three.

Coal milling, the major industry in the region, employed 16 percent
of the total male work force in 1063. However, mueh of the coal pro-
duction is uneconomical) pits are closing, and employment is dropping
sharply. Many miners have been moved to more profitable coal mines
in North Staffordshire and elsewhere through the use of relocation
allowances granted by the National Coal Board.

The second most important industry is shipbuilding, ship repairing,
and marine engineering. This industry has been affected adversely
by a shortage of orders which has arisen from world overcapacity.
In 1062, the unemployment rate in this industry was 10 percent ; since
102, employment in shipbuilding hes fallen 16 percent.
Scotland

The Toothill report on Scotland states as follows: "For half a cen-
tury high unemployment and persistent net emigration, coupled with
slow overall economic and population growth, have been features of
the Scottish economy." 4

British White Peper No. 2200, "The North Nest, A Program for Regional Derelopuient
and Growth,__" Iler Majesty's Stetionery Wee, p. 44.

W4 a Wlsh hite Paper No. 2188, "An Inquiry, into the Scottish Economy," (known as
the Toothill Report), Her Majesty's Stationery Office, p. 47.
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Unemployment since the end of the Second World War has er-
sisted at twice the national average. Even an outmigration of 0,-
000 persons from 1951 to 1001 has failed to have any appreciable effect
on unemployment. In fact, the unemPloyment rate in 1005 is consid-
erably higher than it was in 1051. The reason for the high unem-
ployment rate is the continuing loss of employment in coal
shipbuilding, marine engineering, and metal manufacturing. Em-
ployment in the primary industriesagriculture, forestry, fishing, and
quarryinghas also declined.

From 1050 to 1002 there was a decline in employment of 20,300 in
the primary industries and 32,000 in such manufacturing industries
as those mentioned above. This decline of 58,800 was offset by a gain
in employment of 02,000 in the service industries and 0,000 in such
industries as electronics, electrical engineerin , and machine tools.
However, cross mobility from coal mining and shipbuilding to serv-
ices and electronics is not common.
Northern lrelenul

Northern Ireland has consistently had the highest rate of unemploy-
ment of any region in Great Britain, From 1051 to 1901, the unem-
ployment rate in Northern Ireland was four times the rate for Great
Britain. In March 1905 the unemployment rate in Northern Ireland
was 0.8 percent compared to 1.0 percent for Great Britain.4

The high rate of unemployment may be attributed to a steady de-
cline in employment in agriculture, shipbuilding, and textiles. Over
the last decade the development of new industriis and the increase of
employment in services has not kept pace with the rise in the working
population and the fall in employment in the old established indus-
tries.
Wales

The unemployment rate in Wales is a little less than twice the na-
tional average. The_problem in Wales is similar to those of the other
three regions. Added problems are a decline in railroad employment
and the relative inaccessibility of many parts of Wales to the rest of
Great Britain.
Conclusion

It may be said that the basin reason for the imbalance of unem-
ployment is that certain industries in which major changes have been
taliang place tended to be located in these regions. Most of the early
industrial development in Great Britain took place close to coal, iron
ore, and adequate water supplies. Employment in many lonipestab-
lishal industries has been declining; the unemployment and migration
resulting from industrial contraction has been the worse because these
declining industries require many unskilled end semiskilled workers
per unit of output.

ARIIIMMO

Brittah WMte Paper No, lene, "Report of the JAint Working Puty on the Economy
of Northern Ireland,' (known as dm ihil Report), Her Atajcaty'm Stattonery office, p, eV,
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The scale of the changes in employment is indicated in the following
table:

TAnix 2.Dccrouse i, employment for eeleotott i,uluntrio tt in Great Britain,
1058-04.

Industry
Beeline In

employment Focntoo
(thousands donne
of workers)

Test Ilea
ruling and quarrying.

w WWWWWWW IMNIMV,Ittwwwwwww WWWWWW XICIVION

10111Mily; 111144 1111111ipm..... WWWWWWWWW WWWWWWW MO. WWWWWWWWWWWWW

77

10wwwwww.
10
26
27
1$
26

*The Labor government foresees a continued donne In employment of 405,000 workers in egriculture,
mining, and transportation and a deollne to employment of 200,ON workers in aircraft, textiles, and
building over the nest 5 years.

THE MOM= OP' WORKERS

It can bo said that British policies aimed at regional unemployment
and economie development are based primarily on the principle of
bringing work to the unemployed workers.4 The Local Employ-
ment Act of 1003 enables the Board of Trade to offer cash grants
of 25 percent of building costs and 10 percent of plant and machinery
costs to firms locating in development districts in addition to other
forms of assistance available tmder the Local Employment Act of
1060./ The Finance Act of 1003 Termite free depreciation to firms
locating in development areas. The firm can write off its capital
expenditures on. plant and equipment at whatever rate it chooses"'
Northern Ireland, under a separate program, also offers a cash sub-
sidy per job created for firms locating in its territory.0

However, three separate programs for moving unemployed workers
to jobs exist in Great Britain. These programs are administered by
the Ministry of Labor, the National Coal Board, and the British
Railways System. There is also a separate program which is admin-
istered by the Government of Northern Ireland.

Although coal and railroads are nationalized industries, their relo-
cation programs are considered to be employer _programs, since they
are financed out of receipts of the industries." Unemployed workers
in the coal and railroad relocation programs aro moved within the
industries. A coal miner who becomes unemployed in a mine in
Scotland can transfer to another mine where employment is available.
Since a considerable reduction in employment has occurred in coal
mining and railroading, it has mule sense to compartmentalize relo-
cation programs under the agencies directly responsible for the ad-
ministration of these industries.
0111=11111111111....

Apparently, this policy will change somewhat under the materiel plan. Grants end
allowances have been Increased to relocated workers slum the Labor Party ceme to oflice.

Local Employment Actof MS, secs. 1 and 2.
he+T Finance Act of 1003, secs. 1 to fl.

For a complete description of subsidies offered In Northern Ireland, see "Manufacturing
Opportunities In Northern Ireland," published by the Minietry of Commerce In Northern
Ireland.

Is However unemployment In cool mining Is not n_phenomenon which Is limited to Great
IBritain. It s a problem In Belgium_ France, West Germany, and the lInited States. The

unemployed coal miner Is moved under some sort of scheme In these five countries. The
unemployed coal miner In Great Britain would be eligible for resettlement allowances
therefore, it makes little difference as to which agency moved him.



PROGRAMS iron RELOCATING WORKEIV4--SELE

IMOOATION 1ROORA318 UNDER THE 3

There are three separate programs whi
Ministry of Labor which are as xollows:
The resettlement transfer scheme

This program is designed primarily to assist u»employed workers
with poor employment prospects in their home areas to move to jobs
in other areas for the purpose of resettling permanently in the new
areas or until such time that work may -be available nearer their
homes. The current program has been in existence since 1048 when the
Employment and Training Act was pamed." The actual relocation of
unemployed workers is carried out under this scheme, Workers who
are expected to be redundant are also eligible for assistance.

CTED COUNTRIES 11

NISTRY OP LABOR

ch are administered by the

Key workers scheme
This program is intended to assist employed workers who are trans-

ferred either permanently or temporarily beyond daily traveling
distance of their homes to key posts in plants which their employers
are setting up in development districts, i.e., areas with high unemiloy-
mont rates and a slower rate of economig .rowth." Transfers must
be approved by the Ministry of Labor. 1-R1wever, it must be demon-
strated that workers of the same type cannot be found in the develop-
ment area. This transfer scheme is also limited to workers who earn
£1,1500 or less.

The nucleus labor force schema
This scheme assists firms that are setting up new factories in areas

of high unemployment to recruit unemployed workers living in those
areas for thepprpose of transferring them temporarily to _parent fac-
tories for training. On completion of training, and when the new fac-
tories are ready for occupation,. the workers are returned to the home
area to form a trained nucleus labor force ready to start the new fac-
tories into production. All training arrangements must be approved
by the Ministry of Labor.

During transfer, certain of the provisions of the resettlement trans-
fer scheme are available for a maximum period of 2 years from the
date training starts.
eligmiuty

The resettlement transfer scheme applies to unemployed men and
women: is

1. Who have no early prospect of obtaining regular employment
in the home area;

2. Who transfer beyond daily traveling distance of their homes
to employment in new areas;

8. Whose transfer has the approval of an employment exchange
as suitable for assistance under the scheme; and

4. Who are not entitled to similar allowances from their
employers.

n Pt. L see. 5 of the act, pp, 4 and 5.
n The ke,yworkers scheme Is a provision of the Local Employment Act of 1000 ( t: Lsee. O) pp, 4 and 5,

EI1glhillt,y rtiaulrements do not pertain to the keyworkers scheme. The worker Is not
unemployed but Is a keyworker.
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The scheme also applies to men and women who are expeeted to be-
come redundant, laid off at some date in the immediate future.
The soh( me is not limited to depressed areas exclusively.

The schemes do not apply to persons taking employment whose
remuneration exceeds £1,500 a year.14

A person who qualifies for grants and allowances is, after 6 months
from the date of transfer, required to decide whether he wishes--

1. To remain hi the new area; or
2. To return to the lwme area as soon as suitable work is pro-

vided for him.
Relocation anidance available

A. To 0 transferred workers whether they have dependents or not :
1. A free fare will be provided for the journey to take up em-

ployment in the new area.
2. Free fares for himself or his dependents in emergencies.
3. A settling-in grant of ie 5.

B. To transferred persons who continue to maintain dependents in
the old home:

1. Lodging allowance: To assist a worker to meet the addi-
tional cost of living away from home; a contribution toward the
cost of lodging will be paid at the rate of 70 shillings a week for
a period of up to 2 years:,

2. Assisted fares for visits home: If the worker is entitled to
receive lodging allowances, he is eligible to receive assistance to-
ward the cost of fares to visit his home. He is expected to pay the
first 12 shillings, 6 pence of the fare. Six assisted fares are avail-
able during a year.

8. Continuing liability allowance: If the worker's dependents
join him in the now area and he is still liable for rent, mortgage
interest, etc., for a house or apartment i i the old area, the lodging
allowance will cease, but a continuing liability allowance up to a
maximum of 70 shillings a week will be paid.

C. Additional allowances available to workers who decide to re-
settle pennimently in the new area with their dependents:

1. Household removal assistance: Payments will be made for
the approved cost of the removal of furpiture and personal effects
of an ordinary private household, subject to the prior approval
of the estimate by the employment exclumge.

'2. Incidental expenses: A. grant of 230 will be paid toward
incidental expenses on completion of the household removal to
=furnished aecommodations.

8. Dependents' fares: A free travel warrant will be issued to
enable the dependents to join the worker in the new area.

4. Sale and purchase of a house: A. transferred worker who sells
his house in the home area and/or buys a house in the resettlement
area will receive a grant not exceeding 2120 toward three-quarters
of the cost of the -solicitor's and house agent's fees incurred in

I( This rule pertains only to key workers who are transferred by their employers to
labor surplus arms

u Seventy shlilin, es are worth approximately $0.80. One stinting Is worth $0.14, Tho
pound Is worth $2,80. Shillings are divided into 12 pence (12d.).
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transactions which are completed within 2 years of the date of
transfer.

Ratak
As was stated previously, employment policy in Great Britain is

aimed at taking jobs to the workers rather than workers to the jobs.
Provis%s under the 1000 and 1003 Local Employment Acts make it
attractive for industries to locate in the development districts where
unemployment is higher than the national average.

A comparison between the two approaches underscores the above
point. From the passage of the Local Employment Act of 1960 to the
end of 1064, the British Board of Trade has offered assistance to in-
dustries to the amount of 2101 million. Relocation-of-workers schemes
have cost the Ministry of Labor approximately £700,000.

The total costs and the number of workers moved under the Ministry
of Labor's worker relocation program is presented in the following
series of tables. It is necessary to point out that apparent increases
in cost aro reflected in part by an overall increase in benefits during
the period involved in the tables. Although not reflected in the cost
data, presented, benefits wore also increased in February of this year.
An increase in the cost and in the number of workers moved under the
program may be forecast over the next 5 years. The national plan
of the currant labor government recommends increased reliance on
measures to stimulate the mobility of unemployed and redundant
workers.

Tana 8.Numbor of workers involved in Ministry of Labor relocation edema

Ping:mild year* Forward
Wes

Lodging
Oen:ices

Fares for
home visits

1111!11
100040 2,700 1,900 1,112
196041 3,400 2, 000 1,736
190143. I 2,600 1,170 1,014
196243 1,911 1,902 905.
1963414 I 4,024 3,464 1,903
190066" 2,830 1.02,361 1,435

The finencial year Is from Apr. 1-Mar. 31,
Acr. MM. 31, 1904,

" From Apr. 1, 1904, to Mer. 31, 1005, 3,233 workers received lodging allowences.
Source: informotion furnished by the Ministry of Labor. Unfortunetely, the cost, while Available, MITI.

not be published. However, fin approximate cost for the combined schemes Is es follows:196041, £105,000;
190147, 470,000; 100243, V11,000; 196241, £138,000; end 196445, .C106,600. An effective oast oomporison la
hsrd to make, As allowances beve boon reused during the time period Involved.

Owing to changes in coverage, the figures from 1059 to 1003 are not
comparable to those for later years. Between 1950 and September
1062-, the resettlement transfer scheme was restricted to unemployed
workers moving from areas of relatively high unemployment to take
jobs in other areas. Between 1957 and September 1062, a temporary
transfer scheme was in operation to help workers with domestic respon-
sibilities who were living in areas not designated in the resettlement
transfer scheme and who needed to take temporary employment away
from home until work at home became available. This scheme pro-
vided for lodging allowances but for no help with household removal.
Features of the resettlement and temporary transfer schemes were com-
bined in 1962 when the resettlement transfer scheme was extended to
the whole country.
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Table 4 presents a breakdown of legal and household removal ex-
penses granted by number under the -Ministry of Labor's relocation
schemes.

TAIM 4.Namber of workerc receiving legal and, household removal expenKel
in Great Britain, 111,111-114

Financial year Logal expenses Ilou hold re-
moval vrpon.i

1060100... ........ eweeemese.. WWWWWWWWWWWWWW oraweeweweeeese.........vetre
190041 WW . eeeeceeepore WWWWWWWW eee

1003.03............................. WWWW e WWW e WWWWWW ... WWWWW
1943.04.:. WWWWWW eeweweeeeee WW . WWWWWWWWWW otreeweasseweeew WWWWWWWW . WWWWWWWW .

19014,5°.'WWWWWWWW astuteness WWWWWWWWW acme.. WWWWW ,.. WWWWW emcra WWWWWWWW sec

207
170
121
144
043
764

7 4,
609
4h7
733

1,634

*The financial year Is from Apr, 1 to Mar, 31.
"Apr. 1, 1964, to Deo, 31c 1904.
fulitom Apr, 1, 1904, to Mar. 31, 1906, 1,028 workers *volved household remove' expenses.
Source: Inkrmation provided by the Ministry of Labor. Tho cost comet be published. ilowover the

sPecoxlmslo WWI Wet fa us follows; 190041, £34,000,' 190142, .C22,600; 190343, .02,060; 196344, MARI;
anti 1964-06, .007,000, A comparison of the cost over lime cannot he modo for reasons mentioned previously.
The same kV true for the number of workers reeelving assistence.

Since the resettlement transfer scheme is the one most frequently
used, most of the movement assisted under the scheme is out of the
regions with high unemplpyment. The following table illustrates this
point. The data are forliarch 1, 1005 to August 81 1965.

TABLT: 5.Movements of worken to whom settling-in grant taro gala

Region Moves within
home region

MovoInto
region

Moves out
of region

......
Northoro
Yorkshire and Ilumfterside
Eastern end southern
London end southeastern
flouthwutwi
mom ....... . -
Midtendi
Nod hwrlt
8cotlana

Total
1

20
U
30
8

41
20
8

94
111

is
100
625
103
72
28

403
01
0

303
09
39
21
73

117
20

147
711

400 1,472 1,472

Source: Information furnished by the Ministri of LOOT. Approximately 96 percent of these workers
were moved under the resettlement trensfer Wenn& Jkithough mott of the *wilted movement was out of
the regions with a high rote of unemployment, mom than K of the movee dil not involve movement outside
of the-borne region. Much of the Plov#1171/11t wu among unskilkd end songskiliod %orlon, Bome skilled
alrereft workers who were redundant also were moved.

The number of persons moved by all schemes is a small percentage
of the number of workers moving about the country to take new jobs.
However, most of the latter movement is of persons who move to
further their careers and whose prospects in their home areas do not
justify assistance under the schemes. The liberalization of relocation
allowanars in Februaryincluding a settling-in grant of 25will
probably increase the number of persons seeking assistance.

RELOCATION OP UNEMPLOYED WORKERS IN NORTHERN IRELAND

Northern Ireland has a program for relocating unemployed workers
which is similar to but se_Parate from the relocation program admin-
istered by the Ministry of Labor in Great Britain." The program is

3. no Republic of Ireland fs politically independent although geographically en integral
part of the British Isles. Northern Ireland bam a senarete hitt subordinate Perlinment
that sits In Millet. The population of Northern Ireland is 1,423,000.
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administered by the Ministry of Health and Social Services which is

located in Belfas. Unemployed workers registered at local employ.
ment offices, whose propects of employment in the home area a'Fo
poor, aro ellgibles for relocation assistance to take up employment in

another area in Northern Ireland or in Great Britain proper. Two
schemes are provided for relocation of the unemployeda temporary
transfer scheme which provides certain benefits to unemployed work.

ers with family re4ponsibilities who transfer temporarily to other
evens where employment is available, and a permaiient resettlement

scheme for unemploied workers who aro prepared to settle permanently
in another area, in N orthern Ireland or Great Britain.

Although all the inhabitants of Great Britain may appear equally
foreign to Americans, there exist ethnic differences between the
English, Welsh, Scots, and Irish that are usually noticeable in personal

relationships. These differences represent very different historical

backgrounds.
In land area, England constitutes 53 percent of the country's terri.

tory; Scotland, 82 percent ; Wales, 0 percent; and Northern Ireland, 6
percent.

Overall eligibilitycriteria are similar to those set under the programs
in Great Britain. A worker must be unemploye4 and have no IMMOw

diato prospect for employment in the home area. He must transfer
with the approval of a local office of the Ministry of Health and Social
Services and must transfer beyond daily traveling distance from his
present home. He is ineligible to receive assistance if the new job pays

more than21,500 a. year.11
Allowances are also similar to those payable under the relocation

schemes of Groat Britain and do not need to be repeated.
An idea, of the number of workers moved under the relocation pro-

gram of Northern Ireland can be gained from the following table. The
number of returnees is also indicated. Only those workers who are re-

located in and who return from Great Britain are contained in the

table.

TAutie O.Number of loorker8 moved under relooatIon program. in Northern
freland, 100-0 f

Yor

riumblr placed

In 671PATIZI

bItVissillghten,nt7
Bolsi ko

Number ol
transkrrou

workers

reeiraTeMittrig

1060:ec::: ccte.cacaccm.scmcattammeacoSccamatesccoaccwcwaccecrec

1043
1041

.,,,,at.===t2aseactile

lJ

1111

2,015

7,M

3M
42e
414

378

1,801

Boum: Employment Division of tho Minist of Ileelth and Social SOnfleol,

ItThis standard Is set to exclude the _payment of relocation allowances to technical

and professional workers who could attord the collt of moving and resettlement.

50-6(10-06----4
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it fibOttki be emphasized_, however, that there is free movement within
the United Kingdom and these figures represent only a fraction of
the total number of workers movifig within and from Nortlwrn In.
land. Nuertheless: these figures represent ;unemployed workers and
some hlea of their bignifietuwo can be obtained by comparing them to
the average monthly number of registered unemployed workers in
NorthernIreland for nvoral of the above years. In 1000 the average
monthly number of mwmployed was approximately 85,000, in 1002 the
average monthly number Wfiii 88,000, and in 1004 the average monthly
number 11118 approximately 30,000. Over the 5-year period, approxi.
mately 5 percent of the unemployed have been relocated in Great
Britain through the use of relocation allowances.

Approximately 0:000 workers from Northern Ireland took emplov .
meat in Great Britain during the 5.year period. This would incluile
the 'moo workers moved under the relocation programs. The re-
mainder moved without the allowances."

Approximately 16,000 workers returned home after employment in
Great Britain end registered as unemployed or secured employme»t.
This amount included the 1,804 who received the relocation allowances
but returned home after a period of employment in Groat Britain.
The return rate of 25 percent for those receiving relocation ullowances
can be compared to an overall return rate of about 22 percent (15,000/
05,000).

rne movement of unemployed workers from Northern Ireland to
Great Britain through the use of relocation allowances might well be
much greater, but the effects of a basic deterrent factor. The type of
labor is not that which is in short supply in Great Britain. Over 80
percent of the unemployed are unskilled or semiskilled; but as there is

shortage of unskilled unemployed men only in particular localities
in Great Britain, the scope for the movement of unskilled workers from
Northern Ireland is limited, and the jobs available to them are often
considered to be unattractiv,e either in pay or in conditions of work.

The Hall report on the "Economy of gorthern Ireland" makes the
following statements with reference to the use of relocation allowances
to ameliorate the problem of unemployment."

The problem of unemployment might be eased by increased migration, to the
extent that further migration could be encournged it would be possible simul-
taneously to alleviate the problem of unemployment in Northern Ireland find
the shortage of labor in areas such es the Midlands. This may well. moreover. be
more economical than encouraging new industries to Northern Ireland, The
amount of migration has been i0g8 than the natural increase In population and
insufficient to reduce local unemployment."

The Hall report states that migration should be encouraged as a
measure to alleviate unemployment and recommends that relocation
allowances be increased.

IN Workers have to be unemployed to be eligible for relocation allowances.
le1ir1tisb White Paper, 1883, Report of the Joint Working Party on the Beonomy of

Northern irelond, October 1962.
291bid., p. 12, par. 8a
Similor

.
statement§ are made on p. Of par. 1771 anti p. 34, pare, 184-187.
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RPXOCATION OP WORKERS BY THE 2{ATIONMI COAT. BOARD

The third workers relocation program is administered by the Na-
final Coal Board.'" This program pertains to the transfer of unem-
ployed eoal miners from. areas where coal mines have been shut down,
or being phased out to areas where coal mining is still profitable.

Problem,
When the National Coal Board took over control of the coal mining

industry in 1947, there were nearly 11000 pits in operation employing
750,000 men. The industry had been suffering for many years from
the lack of capital investment, the depreesion, and high unemployment
rates.

From 1947 to 1957 employment in the coal mines stabilized at around
100,000. However, towerd the end of 1957 the employment picture
began to change for the following reasons :

1. An increase in. the use of other sources of energy, especially
oil;

2. A generally lower level of industrial activity; and
3. Much greater efficiency in the mining of coal

Employment in the collieries declined from 705,a at the end of
1957 to 485,0(X) at the end of 1904.21 Also by March 1905, 270 col-
lieries employing 212,000 men were losing money. Consequently, the
National Coal Board has been concentrating pn phasing out the opera-
tions of the unprofitable mines and transferring unemployed coal min-

ers to areas which are still profitable.
The results of individual collieries in the same district vary widely,

but, in general, there are more pits with limited reserves, or which are
unprofitable, in Scotland,Northuinberland, purharn, cumberland, and

S outh Wales, while theTrofitable lonF-life pits are mainly concentrated
in the East and West Midlands and), orkshire.

The relocation of unemployed coal miners has conformed to the fol-
lowing pattern: the unemployed miners in Scotland have been em-
ployed in mines in Yorkshire, North Staffordshire, and North Wales;
unemplgyed miners in Durham and Northumberland have been em-
ployed in mines in North Staffordshire, South Staffordshire, and
Yorkshire.-

Although tint coal industry won natIonelited under the Cmii Industry Nationalization
Art of IWO, the NatIonel Coal Bonrd Is not a department of tne Government. The Nation.
((ligation Act which cretitcd thft Board laid down the rule that the coal Indugtry ehould
break even taking One year with another after payins interest charges (normally (he cur.
rent Treosury Me) on the capital advanced by tne (10vernnient ta flininco the Industry
broadly equivalent of equity canital In private intliistor. Within this particuler gtatu.
tory OnlIgntiOni OM Industry Is left free to conduct the depto-der tntinngettient es it eees

The_coal industry operates In a highly) competitive field and Is run on a conitnercial
beets, The Coal Board's reloeetion program won undertaken because ag a model employer,
it lind a moral responsibility for the welfere of its workers. The Coal Board has to pey
for tint relocation of unemployed minere out of industry revonnee,

llowever, the problem oft employment in coal mining ig there, regardites. It is safe to
IMMO@ Unit Vara coal reining still $. private Industry, the trangrerence of wiemptayril
miners wotihi Ito undertaken byi the Ministry of Labor. its tile problem of unemployment
in eoftl mining is common In most of tile counties covered in this gtudA the Important thing
is to review measures to relocate the workers In areas where employment Is available. The
Common Market Counties Wive speciol program for the readamation and relocation of
unentployed cosi and IrOn ore miners wnicn will be afgenSPeO In n Inter etinfiter.

si Normal attrition and early retirement IMO taken Ore of the majority of these worker&
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Allowances and benefits
The allowances and benefits for transferred coal minors are as

follows:
A. For the initial journey to take up employment, all men with or

without dependents receive:
1. Single faro for the initial journey, to the new place of em-

ployment.
2. An allowance of up to 20 shillings to cover expenses on the

inithil journey.
8. Fayraent of wages for working time unavoidably lost while

traveling to the new Oleo of employment,
B. After transferlthe man without dependents receives :

1. A settling-in allowance of 25 a week for the first 4 working
weeks.

2. Assistance with lodging's costs and periodic visits home.
C. After transfer, the man with dependents who is living away from

his old home receives :
1. A settling-in allowance of 25 a week for the first 4 working

weeks.
2. A lodging allowance of 70 shillings a week for up to 2 years.
O. An assistance fare home every month for up to 2 yeare.

(The workers pay the first 12 shillings, 6 pence of the return fare.)
4. Assistance toward the cost of traveling home in cue of

domestic emergency.
D. The transferred man whose dependents aro with him receives:

1. Single fares for dependents when they move from the old
home to the news and an allowance for dependents aged 5 or over
of up to 20 shillings to cover expenses on the journey. Children
under 5 receive ono--half this rate.

2. A continuing liability allowance where dependents move to
the now district before the removal of household effects and there
is a continui_pg liability in the old district for rent or storage of
furniture. This allowance is equal to the actual cost, up to a
maximum of 49 shillings per week.

8. The actual cost of household removal.
4. Reasonable extra costs of insurance of furniture and effects

in transit or store.
5. A household settlement grant of 250 when the workers and

his dependents have established themselves as a settled household
in the new area.

O. An increased rent alloWance for a temporary period where
the rent for the house in the new district exceeds ihe rent for the
house in the old by more than 10 shillings a week.

Finally, the National Coal Board makes every effort to get the trans-
fered men and their families housed quickly. This usually means new
housing has to be built, since there are waiting lists for rented homes
and only a small minority purchase their own homes. This new con-
struction is primarily the responsibility of the local authorities who
receive a Government subnidy of 4424 a veer for 00 years for every
house built for a man moving to meet the needs of industry, and a
further National Coal Board subsidy a up to 180 a year for 15 years,
provided the houses are for miners. Tf the local authorities are unable
or unwilling to build, then the Coal Board through its subsidiary Coal
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Industry Housing Association, constructs the houses and lets them
at rents equivalent -to those of the local housing authorities.
Results

The National Coal Board redesigned and expanded an interdivi-
sional transfer scheme in nu, offering reemployment to coal miners
from Scotland, Northumberlawl, Cumberland, and Durham, mainl
in Yorkshire and the Midlands, where their services could be utilize
In 1064, a supplementary scheme for long-distance reentrants was in-
troduced, covering unemployed former coal miners and reentrants to
the industly from other employment.

Although the prozram is relatively new, ft number of workers have
been moved. The following table presents a breakdown of the move-
ment of workers under both schemes. The movement of workers is
primarily from the north to the south of Great Britain.

Danz 7. Number of woken moved under National Coat Board aohono
(April 100ZMarob 1005)

INTEBDIVISIONMa TRANSFEB MOVEMENT

To IN: 1963 1964 1966 Total----.....
Yorkger divisim...........................-
ifitpet IA ratek...............................
0,14 n ............................
egu

4tl ateni...........................,
Total................................

169
971
662
129

103 411

173

39 1.240
117
; 13

646

21441 9,294

LONO D STANCE BEENTRANTS

1961 1965 Total
..............

o ittirtillgyien ........................... WWWWW ..................
44:6 6 itilanZ._.-..4::::::::77.e.c.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::7.7.7:7:::1

60

lt)
944

......
16

97
241

111

70 1.053

ikUtta: Data furnished to author from Om National Coal Board. Thou workers oamo from Scotland
(I400) find Durham and Northumberland. Long-distance reentrant ara man who have left the COI
industry In the poet but decided to reenpga In It coo to mart that bows in order to do go,

Approximately 20 percent of all workers transferred under the coal
miners relocation schemes leave the new job to return home or move to
another job in the new area. A study involving a sample of 1,100
workers moved to North Staffordshire in the West Midlands between
February 1062 and the end of 1064, revealed that 224 or 18.7 percent
had left their mining jobs to go elsewhere." The major reasons for
workers leaving their new jobs wore lack of housing and homesickness
on the part of the worker or his wife.

The total estimated cost for moving these 1,100 workers to North
Staffordshire is around £167 per worker and family. A proximately
05 percent of the workers are married. The ostimateff cost of relo .
eating these coal miners is around 2200,000 ($560,000).

so Information provided by the National Coal Board to the author. It ii *Hosea to
point Out that many workers secured employment In the new area. The majority, howevaro
returned to their original home&

I
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Between February 1962 and the end of 1964, unemployed eoal miners
were 11101Ta to jobs in several other receiving areas. In the Doncaster
mines (Yorkslure division), a total of 1,092 miners were relocated from
other areas. AL the end of 1064, 2 3 had left. The wastage rate was
20.4 percent." In the Worksop mines (Yorkshire division), 239
miners were relocated from other areas. At the end of 19041 9$ bad
left. The wastage rate was 41 peront. In the Edwinstowe mines
(East Midlands), a total of 726 miners were relocated over the same
time period and at the end of 1064., 9$ had left, for a wastage rate of
0.$ percent. In the Swansea MIMS (southwestern division), 444
miners were relocated and 112 left, for a wastage rate of 26.2 percent.

In these four receiving areas and North Staffordshire, a total of
3,700 unemployed coal minors were relocated from other coal mining
areas. After 2 years, 726 had left their jobs. The wastage rate was
19.6 percent. Out of the amoximately 7,000 miners relocated under
the National Coal Board's programs in the period 1062-61, 1,400 left
their jobs by the end of 1961. The wastage rate of 20 percent is com-
parable to the data presented for Northern Ireland.

The estimated overall cost of relocating one worker under the Na-
tional Coal Board relocation schemes is £107. Approximately 10
percent of those miners moved under the schemes are over 30 wars
of age.

By far the most important factor res_ponsible for the high wastage
irate s the lack of available housing. The aversr period Jf waiting

for housing in the above-mentioned areas in) r,o4 varied /rum 16 weeks
in Worksop to 3 weeks in Edwinstowe. The wastage rate in Edwin-
stow() was half that of the other areas."

THE =TIM IIAMWATS 5Y5T1M

The British Railways System has a program for relocating unem-
ployed railway workers which is similar in every respect to the pro-
gram of the National Coal Board."

A reduction of 18:000 men has been carried out in the main work-
shops of British Railways over the period 106244. Thirteen of the
twenty-nine workshops were closed. There has been a transference of
some workers to other areas where jobs are available."

CONCLUSION

Britain has followed a policy of bringing work to the workers for
at least a generation. At the present there is a wide range of induce-
ments available to individual firms in the form of grants, loans, shell
plants, and, more recently, accelerated depreciation. The Local Em-

14 Wnstage Is the term the National Coal Board applies to those who have accepted role-
en tion assistance+ hut have left the Job to take other employment or return to the home nren.
The term is rather euphemistic and Implies loss In time and money invested In those
workers who leave employment in the mines.

*The waiting period for housing has been rapidly _reduced. In 1002 the average wait-
ing period in Worksop was 42 weeks and 0 weeks in Edwinstowe.

1111The benefits are the same. No detailed elaboration is necessary. It should also be
mentioned that the British railroads were nationnlized in 10,18. The roMtionship of the
rniirond industry+ to the Government is similar to that of the coal industry.

17 Approximately 1,000 workem have been moved per year over the last .8 years. In addl.
Ion to the closure of the workshops, a number of stations have been closed. however, there
s a compensating need for rail service in the rapidly growing areas In the Midlands and

around London.
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ployment Acts of 1060 and 1003 were designed primarily to provide
inducements for firms locating in areas of high unemployment.

However, it is significant to note that unemployment rates in the
less prosperous areas of Great BritainNorthern Ireland, Scotland,
the northern region, and Wales--havo shown little or no improvement
over a period from 1952 to 1905. It is not at all certain that even the
luerat:ve inducements offered under the Local Employment Act of
1003 will attract enough industry to these areas to reduce unemploy-
ment appreciably."

There is strong support for moving unemployed workers to areas
where employment is available." However, the British Government
regards the relocation of unemployed workers as only a partial solu-
tion to the problem of regional unemployment. The total number of
workers moved under the schemes of the Ministry of Labor and the
nationalized coal and railway industries is currently running around
9,000 a year. The total estimated cost of relocating workers under
the four programs covered in this chajiter is around X1,200,000 a year.

It is apparent that many areas in Great Britain lack attraction for
industi7. Even the creation of growth centers in the development
districts will not solve completely the problem of regional unemploy-
ment. The realization of this fact has made it feasible to apply es
many different measures as possible, since each is likely to make some
reduction in unemployment.

The use of relocation allowances to move unemployed. workers should
increase in Groat Britain. Continuing high rates of unemployment
in several regions favor increased reliance on moving the unemployed
worker to the job.

Lack of available housing is the major deterrent to the success of the
various relocation programs. It is the major reason for the rather
high wastage rate in many areas. As more housing; becomes available,
wastage rate will decrease, and more workers will be motivated to
apply for relocation allowances.

The following statement in the new national plan of the labor gov-
ernment summarizes the present and future prospects for relocation
assistance:

Some people will, of course, have to change Jobs. Sometimes the Jobs will have
to be taken to the workers, sometimes the workers to the Jobs."

rt is interesting to hoto that unemployment Increased by 50,888 from ni1d4u1y to
raid.August of 1005.AfTlift followini publicatlens may be cited as examples* TT. Mnkower, 3. Marsha*. and
U. W. Robinson, Vilifies in the Mobility of Labor, Analyssis for Meet Britain'', J.oart__II,
Oxford Economia Pape.rs, September 1.00u ; A. T. Peacock and D. O. M. Diner, hwan
Attack on Localized ilnempi,rxment,' Lloyds Bank Review, January kl 0,1;Llnad Ifb Wk.
Richardson and 10. O. West, must We Always Take Werk to the W4c,,r_ era,. _OF. ap
Review, January 1004. Also see tno Britisn raper or cue JOU
Working Party on tho Econornr of Northern Ireland,' ctobtr 1062 pika,

w"Working for Prosperity,' The National Plan in rid, Her Majesty s tallowy Office,
London, 1005, p. 18,



CHAPTER III

SWBDEN

INTRODUCTION

Sweden is the third largest country in Western Europe. Its area
is 178,423 square miles, of which 158,486 are land and 14,937 are water.
It occupies the eastern part of the Scandinavian Peninsula, being
separated from Norwnr on the west bj the Icjolenmauntain range.

iIt s separated from Finland by the Gulf of Bothnia in the east but
is joined by a common land frontier 888 miles long.

'rho three main territorial divisions are Norrland, Svoaland, and
Gotaland. Main physical divisions are the northern mountains and
the lake region, covering all of Norrland and the western part of
Svealand, the lowlands of central Sweden; and the plains of Skane,
occupying the extreme south. Most of the countiy is covered by
forests, with only 9 percent of the total land area cultivated for agri-
cultural purposes.

The population of Sweden amounts to 71/2 million people and is
homogeneous with reepect to race, language, and religion. Approxi-
mately 99 percent of the people aro Lutherans, and there aro no signif-
icant racial minorities.

DESCRIPPION OP 'UNEMPLOYMENT

Sweden has had a very high level of employment since the end of
the Second World War. In fact, the supply of labor has been so
short that many workers have been brought in from other countries.
Unemployment has averaged less than 2 percent since the end of the
war.i However, there was a downturn in employment in 1068 which
also affected other Weetern European countries. In 1062, there was
also a downturn in employment which was caused primarily by a
decline in the exports of Swedish heavy industry.

Although there has been a high rate of employment in Sweden,
problems of seasonal and structural unemployment do exist. Sea-
sonal unemployment has ranged several points above the average rate
of 1.6 percent which has prevailed since the Second World- War.
Long-term structural changes have been taking_plaee in several indus-
triestextiles, forestry, clothing, and shoe and loatherwhich have

ipor tho measuromen2 of unemployment in Sweden, see "Measuring Employment and
Unemploymentr" President's Committee To Appraise Employment and Unemployment Sin-
MUM Pp. 200-251.Unemployment In Sweden is measured by taking those unemployed workers who are
members of uneznployment Insurance societies antl expressing their number as a percentage
of the total number of members in the societies. Since the members of these societlea make
up only 80 percent of the total labor force, reliance Is also placed on periodic sample surveys.
The estimate of the total percentage of all unemployed as opposed to the actual- percentage
of Insured registrants who are unemployed indicates an upward revision of 0.8 to 0.5 percent
Is necessary.

22
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caused islands of unemployment throughout central and northern
Sweden. These structural changes have been in part attributable to
shifts in consumer demand and in part to foreign competition. Also,
the upgrading of skills in response to improved technology has re-
sulted in the unemployment of many semiskilled °workers.°

Unemployment has been a problem in northern Sweden, particularly
among tho forest workers. In January 1002, the unemployment rate
in Sweden was 2.1 percent; however, in the two northernmost pro-
vincesNorbottens and Vasterbottensthe unemployment rate was 6
and 6.8 percent, respectively. In April of 1962 the unemployment rate
for Norbottens was 8 percent and for Vasterbottens, 7.9 percent, com-
pared to a national average of 2 percent. In February of 1965, the
unemployment rate for the two provinces was 5.9 percent compared
to the national average of 1.7 percent.

The five northern provincesGavleborgs, Jamtlands, Vasternorr-
lands, Vasterbottens, imd Norbottenscontain approximately 00 per-
cent of the unemployment in Sweden.° This area-borders on Norway
and Finland and, is far removed from the centers of population which
aro in central and southern Sweden. It is an area of forests and small
farms. Adverse climatic conditions and an inadequate transportation
system make most of the area unattractive to industry.4 The land area
comprises half of Sweden, yet only one-tenth of the population lives
there.

A second problem area includes the provinces of Varmlancla and
Kopparberg . These provinces are in, the western part of Sweden bor-
dering on Norway. The unemployment rate is considerably higher
tlian the national average. Ilowever,the basic problem is a decline
of employment in agriculture. In Varmlandsa heavily forested
provincethree pulp mills, employing 600 workers, have closed ree
candy. Most of the area of both provinces lacks the potential to
attract industry.

Swedish employment policies recognize realistically that much of
northern and central Sweden is inaccessible to transportation or lacks
fhe resource base to attract industry. Subsidies to influence the loca-
tion of industry in these areas would in the long run be wasted. It is
less costly and more pragmatic to induce the unemployed to lam by
providing them with, financial assistance to get to an area where em-
ployment is available.

TUB NATIONAL LABOR XAIIKET BOARD

The organization which is reeonsible for the entire employment
program is the National Labor Market Board. In addition to operate

ANN

The export,orionted economy has mado Sweden vulnerable to a decline In exports.
There has also boon a decline in shipbuilding. IOmployment in the shipyards at Oskershams
and Karlskrona has boon curtailed Sharply in the last 5 years.

The Swedish Oorernment owns, or has a controlling Interest In, a limited number of
business enterprises. Most of those companies hare been set up or acquired for reasons of
the public interest. Thus, the Norbottens Jiirnvork Ironworks Vilts built during the Second
World War to increase domestic steel production and also to create employment In northern
Sweden. The Stetens SkOgs industries was created out of a number of Private companies
In the lumber, cellulose, and paper industries for the purpose of providing employment in a
number of localities in northern and centrel arc 0-1.

'flowerer, the Swedes do wish to provide sort of population buffer cone along the
northern border. Considerations of national defense require the existmce of roads, depots,
and supply centers.
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ing a nationwide placement service, the Board has the responeibility

for .putting into operation various employment-creating measpres, such

as the management of investment reserve funds, and tor stimulating
occupational and geographical mobility. Other responeibilities in-

clude the supervision of the public employment service, planning of
projects suitable to bo carried out as emergency public works, direc-
tion of the start tuid discontinuance of such works, licensing of start-
ing permits for building, and advice as to location of IBM industrial
estaialislmients. Th,? Board functions as an independent agency under

the Ministry ofInterior Affairs.
The Labor Market Board is a tripartite board consisting of repre-

sentatives from labor, management, and the Government. There aro
two representatives from the Swedish Employcr's Confederation, two
representatives from the Swedish Tryle 'Union Coyederation, one
repreeentative from the Central Orgamzation ofSalaried Workers, one
reprewntative from the Confederation of Professional A °elating,
one representative for female workers, one representative for agricul-

ture, and three representativea fom the Govermnent.
There are '25 county labor boerds, 25 regional offices, and 238 lecal

offices. They provide quick information on employment changes
within their areas. County job vacancy lists are published by the
county labor boards of the different countiee each week and sent to
the county employment offices. Vacancies which cannot be filled this

way and which are suitable for exchange on the national level aro
re_ported by the rggional employment office to the National Labor
Market Board in Stockholm. in the Employment Service Division
this material is compiled on a daily as well as weekly basis for publica-
tion in national vacancy lists which are distributed to all employment
offices. Daily reports canceling vacancies filled aro sent by the Em-
ployment Service Division to each office.

Information as to the existence of job vacancies in different parts
of the nation is broadcast daily over the radio. Advertisements in
the Swedish newspapers are also used to inform the public on employ-

ment o_pportunities. Bulletins are inserted periodically on television,
and folders are distributed in the employment offices.

Advance warning& of koffs
A system of advance information on impending employment

changes is used in Sweden. It is based on agreements between the
Labor Market Board and different employers associations. Antic-
ipated discharges of labor have to be notified by a Swedish company
to the county Tabor board in its area, as a rule, 2 months in advance.
The same is true for governmental organizations. This information,
gathered from county and local offices all over Sweden, is reported to
the Labor Market Board in Stockholm.

When reporting to the county labor board in its area, a company
provides information on (1) the date when the expected discharge or
layoff is likely to be put into effect, (2) the number of workers ex-
pected to be discharged, (8) the estimated duration of the unemploy-
ment, and (4) the reasons for the curtailment of production.
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RELOCATION ASSISTANCE

Sweden considers the use of relocation assistance as a device to
move unemployed workers out of areas with high unemployment to
be an important part of its overall employment policy.* The Swedes
recognize the fact that not all depressed communities can be saved;
therefore, a more feasible and less costly solution is to move the unem.
ployed to areas with job shortages.* lf the necessary skills are lack.
ing, the unemployed are trained in the appropriate ones which are
marketable in these areas.

Although Sweden has had considerable succezs with her relocation
program, it should be pointed out that four factors are present which
help to make for its success.

1. The homogeneity of the population is an important factor.
The Swedes who move from northern Sweden to Stockholm or
Goteborg will encounter other Swedes who possess the same social
characteristics. As mentioned previously, 01) percent of the pop.
lation is Lutheran, and there are no significant racial minorities.1

2. High levels of employment exist throughout most of Sweden.
A goneral labor shortage has existed in the industrial areas since
the end of the Second- World War. This means that jobs are
available for the unemployed in the depressed areas. It is only a
matter of inducing them to leave. This is done through the use of
relocation allowancee.

8. The presence of a first-rate employment service. The em-
ployment offices throughout Sweden Icnow of all job vacancies.
The unemployed worker is notified of existing vacancies in other
areas. It now becomes merely a matter of matching the worker
with the vacancy.

4. If the worker lacks the requisite skills to aware employment,
vocational training is provided. In Sweden, vocational training
plays a paramount role in employment policy. Training courses
are scheduled by the Libor Market Board and administered by the
Central Board for Vocational Training. The number of courses
offered has increased from 1$15 in 1067 to 822 in 1908. Instruction
is given in some 80 different specialized occupations, with periods
of training varying from 1 month to 2 years.

Trowarcr, Stroden nms Inducements to attrect Industry Into labor surplus *roe, In
1908 SwedIeh enterprleee were Allowed to drew on their Investment reserve funds pro,
Med the funds were need for Investment In plants and equipment In depreesed arete.
Approximetely 500 million kronor biliv been relessed from the Investment rmrve fund
to enterprises willing to locate In northern end centrel Sweden,

of tne Invemment reserve undwhleh is to otimulote Investfnent during a recession andThis policy has been dyntinued, reAiou tho eubveraion of the basic objective

diseourage It during Iona onto that of promoting Industrial development in areas with
u nem pi oym an t.

Since July 1, 1005, the Ministry of Finance will give it grant of up to CO percent of the
cost or building and equipment to Orme locetIng In preblem AreaS. Slay million kronor
per yeer for A 5.3eer period Have been allocated to Ma now progrem. A Oovernment
program of loans of 100 million kronor per year for 5 yeers Iu aim arMInhlo to Industry.
Grants end loans cannot be more than twothirde of total Investment la building Ana
machinery.

Far ft eomprenenelve cOrerngo of allt?mp oyment programs in Sweden, sto Paper Noi
KonkSweflisb.American exchange vita Is t.19 kronor to $1,00.

"Unemployment Programs In Sweden, pu hotted as one of the 10ennomie Policies ono
raoftree series by tho Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States, 82th

Cong 24 sess,, June 1904.
However, some Swedee from the forest firmlgt of the north mail from flip rural areas

In general Ave not found city living compatible with their former way of life. So they
have left employment In the cities for the more In:memo employment in their home area.
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The relocation allowanees take four forms---travel allowances, fain-

ily allowances, stading allowancee, and settlement allowancee.

Travel a2lowanoes
This allowance may be paid either in the form of a grant without

liability for repayment or as a loan with a liability for repayment for
a worker's travel expenses, subsistenca expensee, and removal expense.%

Arrangements for this allowance are made through the employment
offica in the worker's home area. The employment office deterinince the

eligibility of the worker to receive the allowance based on the criteria
mentioned below.

1. Travel expenses.--These expenses are payable for the following
purposes:

(a) Journeys to take up employment at anotherplace.
(b) A return trip to the worker's home provided that through

no fault ofhis own the job neverbegan or was discontinued a short
time after his arrival.

(o) Daily journeys for a period of not more than 8 months
when the worker has to remain at his original home and commute

to work until he is able to find houving.
(4) A return trip to the place of prospective employment if his

employment is to begin at slater data.
The amouni, of the travel allowance depends upon the mode of trans-

portation. If the journey is made by public conveyance, the allowance

must not exeeed the cost of the cheapest mode of transport,. If
the worker usea his own ear, compensation is based on an amount equiv .

alent to the cheapest fare by public conveyance for the distance
covered.

2. Subeletenon expeneee.--An allowance for board and lodging is

payable to a worker for expensee incurred in transit while looking l'or

a jab. A day's allowance (26 kronor) is payable when a journey is
made between 6 a.m. and 12 midnight, and a night allowance (16
kronor) when the journey takes_place between 12 midnight and 6 a.m.

This subsistence allowance is al-so payable when the worker is moving

to a new _job. His wife and children between the ages of 4 and 18 are

also eligible for an allowance.
8. Removal allowanemA. travel allowance is payable for the re-

moval of a worker's family and household furniture to the new em-
ployment locale. Payment is made for the expense of the personal
transportation which would include the cost of transporting the family
fromthe old to the new locale, freight charges for moving the worker's
furniture, and, the expanses of packing, unpacking, and handling of
furniture.
Familyallawaneee

The National Labor Market Board may pay family allowances in

cases where the worker is to take employment in a new place where he

cannot immediately find family housing This allowance is to com-
pensate the family for the expense of having to maintain two separate

residences.
The family allowance is granted for a period which is not to exceed

9 months. For the first 8 months, the allowance is not more than an
amount equivalent to the actual rent, including heating cost% for the
family in the home district, plus a supplementary living allowance.
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For the next 3 months, not more than two-thirds of the amount calcu-
lablo above is payable, and for the last 3 months, not more than one-
third of the amount is payable.

This allowance is payible up to the time when housing can be found
in or near the now place of employment. The amount of the allow-
ance is as follows :

For the first 3 months--
1. A supplementary fam ly allowance for the wife of 200

kronor a month.
2. A supplementary family allowance for children under 10

at a rate of45 kronor per child per month.
8. A housing allowance, including beating costs, which is not

to excecd 250 kronor a,month.
For the second 8 months the amount payable is reduced by one-third.

For example, if the total allowance amounted to 570 kronor for the
first 8 months, it would be reduced to 380 kronor for the second 8
months.

For tho third 8 months the original amount payable is reduced by
two-thirds, or in the example to 190 kronor.

Starting artowano
This allowance is granted to cover the worker's living costs until

the first payd_ay. The amount of the starting allowanco °ponds upon
the eatimathd duration of employment. It rangee from 150 kronor
if the estimated duration of employment is under 2 months to 500

kronor if the duration of omployment is for more than 6 months.°
The starting allowance is payablo bv tho county iabor markot board

in tho county whoro the place of employment is situated. The board
in the new place of employment has to chock after 80, 00, and 90 days
whether the employment is still ineffect.

There is an obligation to refund tho starting allowance if the worker
terminates the now employment without good reason.° The refund is
5 kronor a day. For example, a, worker receives an allowance of 150
kronor. He works 25 days and than decidos to return to his home.
Ho would have to refund 125 kronor (25 days time 5 kronor). If,
however, the worker moves to another job during the first 0-month
period, ho is not liable for repayment, provkled-his chango of em-
ployment is considered to be suitable by tho employment service from
thelabor market point of view.
Soltkment grants

The live northermnost provinces, generally referred to as Norrland,
have the highest rates of unemployment and underemployment of any
area in Sweden. These provinces largely depend upon forestry no
forest industries. Rationalization of the forest industries in Sweden
and the long= decline in demand for forest products have caused a
decline in employment opportunities. Employment is also seasonal in
this most frigid part of the country.

@The payment sego Is an follows and is based on the estimated duration of employment :
1. 100 kronor, estimnted duration of employment up to 2 months.
2. 800 kronor, estimated duration of employment from 2 to 4 month".
8. 400 kronor, estimated duration of employment from 4 to 0 months.
4. COO kronor, estimated duration of employment 0 or room months. (Swedish.

Atnerlean exchungo rate is MO kronor to $1.)
Tho tnorlt of tho refund Is obvious. For ono thing, It keeps tunny individuals front

seeing Sweden at the expense of tho taxpayer.
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Therefore, workers living in Norrland are eligible for a special type
of allowance, called a settlement allowance, if they will accept reloca-
tion in another part of Sweden. This settlement allowanc4 amounts
to a lump.sum payment of up to 2,000 kronor ($400). The idea behind
this special allowance is that the unemployed from this part ofSweden
are so far behind the rest of the population that it is necessary, so to
speak, to give them a new start in life. This settlement allowance
will enable them to get now furniture and clothes and will help them
adhist more readily to the new environment.

The settlement allowance is a recent development, but still more has
been done to stimulate labor mobility. A. deterrent to labor mobility
is the ownership of a home and the reluctance to take a loss if it has
deelined in value. Since the decline in value is a fact in many &-
premed areas, the Swedish Riksdag (Parliament) passed legislation
to compensate homeowners for any loss in the market value of their
homes." A homeowner is compensated for the difference between the
appraised value of his home and the selling price. A homeowner who
has taken a loss of several thousand kronor in the sale of his house will
be compensated for this losel
Eligibility reguiroments for relocation a,lowanees

To bo eliAible for the various relocation allowances, a worker must
meet the following requirements :

1. The worker must be unemployed or, in the opinion of the
employment service, likely to be unemployed in the near future.

2. It must be the Judgment of the employment service that the
worker cannot be offered employment in the near future at or near
his place of residence.

3. The new job cannot be regarded as a transfer between jobs
belonging to the same firm.

4. The worker will take up employment at another place, and
the labor market situation in the new place is judged by the local
employment office to be such that manpower from another area is
required to 1111 the vacancy in question.

The worker must live in a labor surplus area.

Cost of the rslooationprogratn
An idea of the cost of the Swedish relocation allowance program

can be obtained from, the table below. A 0-year period of time is used.

TAErx 8.-008t in relocation allowances, by types,1058-04

tin kronor ij

AKA year' Starting
SUWON

Family
allowance

Travel
allowance

Buell lament
allowance

Total

106840 000, 000 2, 262, OM 410 000 4,328, OCO

1000-00 2,102,000 2,701,000 010 : ow 0,778,003

1000-01 1,002,000 2,402,000 1,148,000 8, 033, 000

1001-02 2,292,000 2,2244000 1,076,000 0,091,000

1902-03 3,400,000 2,014,000 2,012,000 023,000 0,769,000

190344 9, 638, 000 4, 667, 000 0, 071, 000 3, 330, 000 "23, 602, 000

0,10 kronor equal to $1.
*The (Med year runs from July 1 to Sune 30.
"The epproxbuate 100446 total la 27,000,000 kronor.
Source: Infortnetion furnished by the Labor Market Board at the request of the author.

to The legislation 'WU Owed In 1004.
" Compensation has beon paid to 22 homoownora during tho period from July 1004 to

March 1005.
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The total cost of tho program has increased considerably over the
last 5 years, The cost for the fiscal year 100243 was 243,502,000
kronor ($-1,500,000) and the cost of the .ftcal year 1001-05 apparently
is around 27 million kronor ($5,100,000). A. rough tipproximation of
the cost of this relocation program in the United Statesassuming
similar allowanceswould be about $120 million. The population of
the United States is 24 times as great as Sweden's.

The number of unemployed involved in the remotion programs is
preeented in the followmg table. It should be remembered that nu-
employment in Sweden during this period has averaged about 1.5 per-
cent of the labor force, orapproximaUly 50,000.

TAM 1),Number of inflivkluars revolving reivvotion (snowmen .105844

Ylecei your° 0 hiding
Monocle

Yung ly
allOWene

c.4
ONOWS110

Sot mato*
anos

Tots,

WII.M.IRMPIRIIN

NM, .... cot ..... _Mr
1120-0 fferammaIrelira 4 i I, ...... UN'S

SOLO

7:
8,724

1W
24 tie

7, 464
1, IMO
ADM

t1t
. ....... .....

_

27,M

g:$44WO
3.0,017
10,829

nibs Wei year room from J141y1 to 700 O.
**This proyram was stated lia June of Ica In tt fls yea 190044. ealulovni of

rranls bY artarl was as follows: Norbottons 610. Vasterboiten 400, Janfltn4 3(o,
Oevieborg Leh anti Xopparberg th The province of gopparberg ueosme oughta for sottiorn
ln

Boum Information furnished by the Labor Market Board, It Is necessery 0 point out that Individuate
ean got MOM than I travel Allowance. It Le probsble that the sotusi putuber of ludividnale receiving travel

imams ts ion than the figures indicate. Melia= IS trtle fa'the dais on starting en4 tamfly wanc

the

ee,
it le alio likely that some persons Ws ehangtd jobs during thlo &pot period end bays received

allowance Rau,

In Sweden, as in most industrialized countries, there is a shortage of
housing in the areas of the country with expanding industry and a
demand for labor. This housing shortage has complicated the level-
ing_botween areas with a labor shortage and them with a, surplus.
Different measures have been used to overcome this obstacle to the
mobility of labor.

More than 00 percent of total housing construction in Sweden is
supported by Government loans, 'When granting these loans, special
account is taken of the demand for housing in and around areas with
expanding industries. Extra loans are placed at the disposal of these
areas on the condition that priority in housing is given to the =em-
ployed from labor surplus areas, The National LtWor Market Board
can also build temporary houses for workers where there is a great
demand for labor.

The great majority of those workers receiving relocation assistance
are located in the northern and central provinces of Sweiien. The
following table presents a breakdown of relocation allowances by
provinces.

407,
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TAnrz 10,Relocalion allowances by provinces for 1004 ?lumber of persons
reoetving allowances

Plorince Ptertive
allowance

TAM ly
allowance

Settlement
Miewant 0

Total

............0
1,020
2,230
2, WO
2,903
V.

0,410

am...10111101111=110

Wediend, *** . wwwwww ........................
liop her6...................................
as WeraFgXasWeileCWCWWWWe ww OW ww ARNWWW,

Vostorn os,...................... www . * ge.
iretisnu_ ....................................
vas roottsmr7.................................
No Itens,....................................

Total,...............................c.....4
"rotifer Hweden Ceecr...gasItaarCWW-CCFCWRire

awmpow.mminmirslowr

1,3t4
1.1141
2,101

OP
2,366
;MS
4,9g0

amawzmannweiniwW

so
414
710

ownwarammeopigme~

.,..........
60

1
On
290
431
720

01 of OM 2/ in AM
AIN 2,002 2, IR 20, MO

genres: Information jrovI4ed by On tabor Market Daudet the reqaest of the author. U is necessity

to point out that Mew 1gureo are for the commie ,yeer (ranuery-Deeember) enther then trog twat War
which we from July 1 to June bo, This espial:Is tne reason why the total allowances do not correspond

to moos OW In preceding WWI whit* wore mod on fiscal yam! Maly.

The importing, or receiving areas, for the workers receiving relo-
cation allowances, are presented in the following table. Tim two ma-
jor importing areas areas might be expected---Stoekholm and
Stockbelm Province. Much migration to the cities of Goteborg and
Malmo has also occurred. Considerable migration has taken place
within several of the problem regions. in the province of Varmlands,
many of the unemployed were absorbed in industry which has de-

veloped around Lake 1),Ialaren. in Norbottens and Vasterbottens,
movement has been from the forest and farming areas to communities
which have succeeded in attracting industry.

11.--R000lvfng or Importing provinces for 'workers receiving rctocutlon
allowances (1004) (maforrcecir(ng areas)

Receiving arca
Number

Stockholm (city)
2,982

Stockholm (Province)
2, 040

Uppsala
850

31alinohwil
1, 080

Ootehorgs oth Bohm
1, 801

Vastmanlands
1, 084

Oavicborgs
1, 210

Norboi teni =enaaaaI 1, 185

Total 12,900
Total for Sweden 28,104

I The large IndustrIal And SUPOrt city of lifelmo Is loceted In this province.
gotehorg, the mond largest City In Sweden, Is located In this provinco.

g much migration has taxon place within the depressed provinces. The unemployed, In
many eases, Him found employment In the home AM.

Source: Information provided Dy the Labor tfarket Board at the regyest of the author.
The Information covers the compiete year of 1004 rather than the 1000-04 fiscal year.

The ago breakdown of the workers receiving relocation allowances
reveal no significant characteristks which would differentiate the
group from workeis in general. About ttO pment of those workers
who received starting allowances are less than 22 years in age. Ap-
proximately 22 percent are over 86 years of age. It is apparent that
the older workeis are attached to their home areas and prow to work
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on public works projects in the winter and eke out a marginal existence
in the forests in the summer."

TAM 12eDl8lrIbutfon of darting allowances by ago and sew, 1004

Age Males Ym10
Total

Nuinbor rozeOptagu.............
17,0
28,7
12.4
ILO

8,6
1,7
0.6

'Under ta............. ...................1 tit! . .. ........ ....... ... .....
óô togLawattlweveso ......s ....... vt ... siroess*MOr
26 034

46 to 64
86 to 69
60 todds,

TOOL... .......... >totems ...... irtgWrSffirg.t
411111:1

2,297
3,863

1,M9

111

2,016
2,269

67d
488

185
19

8,960
0/668
2,873
4,31t

1,974
884
144

IL410 6,134 AIN
00111

100,0

Ekmrce: Inkrmation furnished by the Libor Market Doerd. 'rho starting allowanco Is (behest measure
of the Wad /UMW of workers who rIvo4 relocation aseistance. Wqrkarg can receive more then one

ye) ellowance, 'rho family allowmtce is applicable only to those workers with Mulles. The starting
sUowno1 bowevor, mkt to all workerssingle or married--when they take now omploymont, A MU m Ins
that a small minority of tim 23,194 workers changed Jobs more than once during IV% it is probable that
around 22,000 workers were actually moved under the Swedish relocation assistance program.

Reeulte of the relocation program
Tim success of these measures to stimulate geographical mobility

has not been questioned.1° The measures have been made selective
with the intention of reducing pools of unemployment in parts of

jSweden by removing workers to obs elsewhere. The measures have
been expanded since 1957 when the stimulation of geographio mobil-
ity became an important part of the overall employment program.
In 1958 the family allowance was introduced, and 1 year later the
starting allowance was instituted. In 1902 the settlement grant be-
came a mobility measure and in 1904 compensation to homeowners for
a decline in the market values of their homes was introduced.

However, 11. legitimate question is as follows: Do the workers re-
main in their now jobs after the Government has subsidized their
movement, or do they

i
return to their home area? Several investiga-

tions have been made n an attempt to answer this question.
One study embraces the time period from January 1903 to March 11

1004." Under observation were those workers who received a start-
ing fillowanee in January 1903. The number of workers included in
the investiwtion amounted to 1,091. About 80 percent of the allow-
ances was

it

ven to workers in the five northern provinees of Sweden
(Norrland ) and the provinces of Varmlands and Kopparborgs.
These wor {ors took up employment in the southern counties around

is A complaint with respect to the public works program In northern Sweden Is thatIt prevente many of the tnerginally employe41 workers from migrating to other parts ofSweden where full.time employment Is Available, Mobility Is reduced by the existenceor publio works programs during the winter. Some Swedes prefer to work on publicworks projects several months a year and secure temporam employment in the forestsduring the summer. nix is particularly true for the older Swede. Ile prefers underem-ployment and residence in the home area to the unknown, Although age discriminationsupposedly does not exist In Sweden, it can be assumed that employment priority is givento the younger worker.
Ilertil 01sson, Director General of the National Labor Market Board hrts this to saywith reference to the use of relocation Assistance: "It costs less than 1 million kronor tomove 1,000 persons to employment. For the same amount, these persons might havebeen given unemployment aseistance for less than 2 months or employed on public: reliefworks for not more than 0 days, It can hardly be denied that the money is well spentwhen it Is used for removal, just as It_cannot be denied that the experiment is successful."" UndorsoknIng Rorande Personer Sam Britoil Starthjalp, 1 Januar!, 1008, Utgiven AyKunst Arbetsmarknadsstyreisen, No. 118, 1004.
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Lake Malaren, Stockholm, Malmo, and areas in southern Sweden,
Half of the men and four-fifths of the women were less than 26 years

of ago.
By the end of February, Me following information wita obtained

and is summarized as follows:
Number NUR In original job for which they received starting allowances 415

Number In other employment 411

Number unemployed
02

Number employed on public works 17

Military service
44

Married and withdrew from labor market or pregnant 80

Zob training progrmns
81)

Miscellaneous
77

Althou_gh the majority of all workers who had received starting
help in Anuary of 1903 had loft the original job by the end of Feb-
ruary 1904, it cannot be deduced that the Swedish Government has
sp9nt a considerable amount of money to relocate these workers in
vain. A. sizable number (111) have moved to another job usually in
the same area a8 the initial job." Some have withdrawn from the
labor force and others aro in military service. Only, 52, or 6 percent
of the total, were unemployed at the end of the period involved in the
study. Some workers returned to their home community or province
when employment became available.

The results of this study are presented in the following table which
indicates the duration in initial employment for the 4091 workers
receiving starting allowances.

TATax 18. Dis(ribution of workers reeelvis4 starting allowances based on length
of emplognwnt

Age

Noon who 1e(t employment after (boom:intim
_

&Ill @tn.
plow
se

lfortli
of

1964

Total
1 1 103 3 to 6 6 to 9 9 te 12

Under 18
18 to 21_
22 1024 ..... - .... -----
25 1034_
35 to 44,.,-........... .....
45 and auovo...........-

7
40

5
23
0
0

20
55
27
42
25
17

2

37
51
31
25

0
28
8

15
10
3

2I
12
14
3
6

---
30

111
71

104
00
$8

=1.1=1111i

104
$39
HO
260
123
100

Hourcer Undarlokning norm& MOW flom Erholl Mart) }alp, Arbelsmileknadsalatistik, No. 11 11,

1904, Royal Labor Market Board, A similar study_was mado 1962 for wor rs who

had received shirthirlownces In October of 059 and October of 1900. SIgnIncent In the earner study

(seo Undersekning etude rower knIngar pm 8torthIelp Avalordos 1 October 1959 Oen

1900) Is the limited =WM or employment on the mob end the subslantIM metalline of workers who
returned to their home erns Oar tney had left the job. Among those who rocelved &Wing allowances

hi October 1059,40 poreent had roturnmi Immo by the end 01101, while 20 percent of Moo who nod faulted

tho starling allowance In Octobor 1900 had returned home by thoend of 1901.

Lack of adequate housing, although not as pronounced a problem as
in Great Britain,is a. factor which-Juts caused some workers to leave

their jobs. The Labor Market Board, however, has provided, tempo-
rary housing for some workers in areas where there is a great demand
for labor.

The use of relocation a istance is considered to be ono part of an
overall Swedish employment policy aimed at maintaining full cm-
ployment, Its importance relative to other employment measures is
.7.11111111IMMON111...1

Is Of tha 411, 47 necked the starting allowance for a second time.
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hard to determine. Although a cost comparison of various employ-
ment measures can be made, one cannot conclude that one measure is
more important than another because of the costs involved. A pro-

m of public works will obviously cost more than a program to re-
mate unemployed workers, but that does not mean that the benefits

derived are proportional to the costs.
An idea of the cost of various Swedish employment programs can

be obtained from the following table:

TANA 14,Estimated expenditures on employment policy measures DV MO Labor
Market Board (19(14-46)

[In kronor]
Relocation measures:

Travel allowances 41500, 000
Family allowances 71000, 000
Starting allowances 7, 500, 000
Temporary housing 3, 500,000

111111111MINIMINItilM0111

Total 20, 500, 000

Public relief metumres:
Relief work on roads and streets 250, 000, 000
Other relief work 70, 000, 000
Work in archives. 21, 000, 000
Aid to industry 0, 500, 000
Other measures 7, 000, 000

Total_ _ 7.11:75570
Source: StatsvorIoproposItIonn ar 1004 : BM 18: Inrikesdepartementet, p. W. Public

relief measures involve the construction and maintenance of roads, tho repair of bridpes,
harbors, and channel facilities, tho preparation of firebreaks, and othor proJects which can
he completed within a, short period of time.

Total estimated cost of Swedish employment, policy measures
amounted to 882 million kronor. Approximately 6 percent (22,.
500,000 kronor) was allocated to relocation of the unemployed. How-
ever, when compared to the 1062-63 expenditures on employment,
measures, tho percentage relationship has changed. In the fiscal year
1002-08, total expend]turm on all employment measures amounted
to 808 million kronor; total expenditures on relocation allowances
amounted to 10,600,000 kronor." The percentage of funds allocated
to relocation allowance was approximately 2.5 percent of the total.

A comparison of the cost of subsidizing the location of industry in
problem areas to the cost, of moving tho unemployed out of the areas
can also be made. The following table presents a comparison of costs
to attract industry to costs of relocating unemployed workers. The
seven provinces with the highest unemployment rates are used. It is
necessary to point out that there is some migration of the unemployed
within the seven provinces. Tho data presented are also for different
timo periods. Nevertheless, a rough eomparison can be made of the
two approaches.

" Statsvorkspropodtlonen sr 1964: B11, 18, Inrikosdoportomontot, p. 80,
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Timm 10,--4 comparison, of the costs of Governmen
to locate in the depressed areas of Sweden
relocate unemployed workers (1064-0)

(In kronor]

CUD COUNTRIES 35

t aubstatee to attract industry
and Government sulistdies to

PrOville4
Government
subsidies to

attract
industry

Government
stibsidies to
relocate the

unemployed 3

Vermiands
Kopparborgri
Ofivieborgs
Voternorrlands
Jamtlands
Vesterbottons
Norbottens

Total

4, DA COO
000, 000

000
12, 499, 000
0 771,300

700, 000
III 834, 000

1, 3030,000
3,004 000
2,430, 000
3, 010, 000
2,700,000
3 1110, aro
14 070, 000

00,100,400 23,270,000

1 Data Are from Inly 1, 1004 to Mr. 31, MO.
iData, Aro based 041 author's estimates. The estimates were obtained by taking the Aver.

age amount of the iamily allowa ce, moving Allownacct travel allowance, CM, IMO multiply.
Mg the amount by the numher of workers receiving each typo of allowance in each Province,
The data are based on all Allowances givenduring 1001.

Sources : Information providyi by tho Labor Market Board And estimates made by tile
author on the basis of tnis Ana otner information Including Arbetsmarknadspontik 1000,

pp. 110-120.
CONCLUSION

The use of relocation assistance as an employment device is of more
importance in Sweden than in any other country included in the study.
The percentage of workers moving with such mistime° is considerably
higher than ni other countries, and the percentage of government ex-
penditures on relocation assistance relative to other employmentecreat-
mg measures is also higher. Tim probable reasons for its importance
in Sweden are a willi»gness on the part of the Government to experi-
ment with a wide range of employment measures, and a lesser degree of
political interference from the representatives to the Riksdag from
the problem areas than ono might expect. Relocation assistance to
unemployed workers has also lmd the support of labor and manage-
ment

Much of the unemployment in Sweden has been in areas with declin-
ing industries. Therefore, an important approach has been to encour-
age labor mobilitygeoegraphical and occupationala the quickest
and cheapest solution to the problem of regional unemployment.
Workers do not easily change their occupations or move away from
their area or industry, so Sweden has employed public funds to facili-
tate and stimulate their moving and retraining for better jobs.

17 The Swedish unions want its coverage to be more extensive.



CHAPTER IV

FRANCE
INTRODUCTION

France has two Twograms to relocate unemployed workers, and a
third program which is designed to induce the movement of under-
employed farmworkers and small farmers off of the land and into
industrial employment. One of the two programs to relocate unem-
ployed workers is carried out under a common program for countries
associated with the European Common Market and involves the re-
adaptation of unemployed coal and iron ore miners. This program
will bo covered in a separate chapter.

STATEMENT Or PROBLEM

Although the rate of unemployment in France is lowaveraging
less than 2 percent over the last 6 yearsthere are several problems
which are as follows:

1. Employment in several industries has peen affected adversely
by technolpgical change. One case in point is the shipbuilding
industry (Nantes, Saint-Nazaire, LaSeyne, and Port do Bone):
Another is the iron mines (Pyrenees-Orientales, Ariege). There
has also been a decline in employment in the textile industry in
such areas as the Vosgm Emplovment in certain coal minin
areas (Decazeville) has also declinea. Other areas in Franco wit
a largo number of small firmsconstruction, clothing, and toss
tileshave been affected by plant closures.

2. The second problem stems from the establishment of the
Common Market. The rapid reduction of tariff barriers between
the member nations has been a, powerful factor in the modernize-
tion and expansion of each national economy. However, major
structural changee have been brought about by this expansion.
This change has been seen in Franeo in such industries as farm
machinery and coal mining.

B. The rapid modernization of French agriculture has been
accompanied by a movement of workers from the farms to indus-
try and commerce. Although this movement has been wide-
spread, there is still a surplus of farmers and farmworkors. The
French Government is trying to encourage the exodus of small
farmers from unprofitable farming areas, particularly in the
Province of Brittany. There has been a general attempt to
amalgamate small farms into larger ones in order to stimulate
agricultural productivity. There has also been an attempt to im-
prove the agricultural structure in the areas aromid Paris.2

acime.
Similar problems have occurred in the United Hingdom nnd Sweden.

'The French ace moving fermworhers from the less prosperous farms in southern France
to the larger farms around the areas of Park and Lyons. Small marginal farms are betng
combined into large farms.

36
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nnocurnor

The use of relocation assistance in France stalled with the Decreee
of September 14 and December 0, 1054.3 Allowances have been limited
to those workers affected by plant closures, reconversions, or mergers.
The employment Wilms heve to make every effort to find employment
locally for workers displaced in ouch situations, but may grant rem-
Lion allowances if local employment cannot be found, Allowances
include:

1. The reimburnment of travel expenses for the workers con-
corned and of their dependents.

2. The refund of expenses incurred for the removal of furni
ture, up to a maximum of 3 tons.

8. A resettlement allowancet tlw amount depending on the size
of the family and housing condi! ions.

The employment services at the plan of departure and arrival must
give their agreement to the transfer. The decision to grant the allow-
ance reets with the Ministry of Labor with the advice and cement
of the Managing Board of the Economic and Social Development
Fund.

However, under the National EmploymentFund of 1084,Trovision
of relocation allowances has been extended to unemployek workers
registered with the national employment service, who are obliged
to move from an area where unemployment exists to an area where
employment is available.4

TIM NATIONAL VAIRLOYMENT FUND

The relocation of workers lirogram in Frimee is mut of an overall
employment program which is financed froin the National Emplox-
ment Fund. The framework of the National Employment Fund is
defined by the law of December 18, 1003.3 The law has been supple-
mented by several decrees which are mentioned later in the chapter.
The basic rationale of the fund is to provide protection to workers
who aro affected adversely by structural changes in the French econ-
omy. The fund has several forms of assistance available to workers
who are unemployed or who will lose their jobs within a given time
period. This aseistance is as follows :

1. Assistance is provklod for job retraining. Workers are pro-
vided with a minimum income as close as possible to their former
salary. Allowances are calculated on an hourly rate; they are
designed to guarantee workers in the training program 80 per-
cent of their previous average wa,ge.

2. Assistance is provided to help workers leave regions with
an established or foreseen labor surplus and settle in arms with
a labor shortage. It includes transfer allowances based on the
distance of the move involved; expenses for housing in the now
area (the combination of these two allowances is between amini-

'These decrees created the ICeonomic and Social Development Fund from which relo-
cation 118811italike WAN tin:weed.

The entire vials Arta 14611.1UNI MI a reediting (Md. Although Moro Is t Aortsgo of
intor In Pnrlsg 9rob1ems of congestion and inadequate housing exiit. The modal problems
Involved in absorbing more worbers outweighs the benefits derived by tnoving workers into
Paris.

is Lot N. 05-1210 du 18 Docembre 1008, relative au fonds nationa1 de l'emplol, Arts, 1
and 2.
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intUn of 2 and a maximum of 0 months' wages at the guaranteed
minimum wage rate) ; reimbursement of travel expo= for work-
ors and memliers of their families; and finally, reimbumement of
moving expenses.

These two forms of assistance have three common features: They are
paid by the Itirench Government; they are made without mud to
geographical or occupational consideration; and they are made on an
mdwidual basis.°

The decree of April 20, 1004, established the amount for grants and
indemnities covering the cost of moving, lohousing, and the transpor-
tation of furniture., Workers fulfilling the conditions laid down in
the law of December 181 1003 (144w No. 034240) can receive the fol-
lowing grants and indemnities:
ehange.ofrlocation grant

A grant for change of location (travel) and an indemnity for re-
housing are payable to unemployed workers. Thri amounts are based
on the following conditions:

(a) A single person who Mires leRS than 100 kilometers from
his former place of residence will receive compensation based on
his minimum intorprofessional guaranteed wage for 400 hours.
If the move is more than 100 kilometers from the former place
of residence, the minimum interprofessional guaranteed wage is
for 500 hours. If lodging is necessary at the new place of cm-
ployment, the minimum interprofessional guaranteed wage is for
800 hours.°

(b) A married man wfth no children who moves lees than
100 kilometers from the former place of residence will reeeive
compensation based on his minimum interprofessional guaranteed
wage for 500 hours. If the move is more than 100 kilometers
from the former place of resklence, the minimum interprofessional
guaranteed wage is for 000 hours. If lodging is necessary at the
new place of residence, the total minitmun int erprofeesional guar-
anteed wage is for 1,000 hours.

(o) A married men with one or two children who moves lem
than 100 kilometers will receive compensation based on his mini-
mum interprofessional guaranteed wage for COO hours.° If the
distance is more than 100 kilometers, the minimum guaranteed
interprofessional wage is for 100 hours. If lodging is necessary,
the compensation is on the basis of a minimum guaranteed inter-
professional wage for 1,200 hours.

(d) A married man with three or more children will receive
a minimum guaranteed annual wage of 100 hours if the move is

Several other types of sissistatwe are provided by the nationd employment fund. Those
11110WAMIS are polt1 only in crises of an established, or impending unemployment crisis In St
specific region or occupation. Thls itiolistanee I contractiml, hc., pftid under the terms
of agroemonts between the Ilinhary of Labor aml business firms or occupational oradnIka-
Dons. The national eroployment fund constitutes both a series of finoncial arrAngenwnts
And ft service Integrated in the Gerwral Direetorate for Labor Anti Employment.

/Arnie du 2.0 Avrii 1004 : also see ortiele 8 or the decree of reb, 24, 10111 (Deerat N.
04=104 tiu 24 lecvrier 1084) and Law No. 03=-1240 doting from Dee, 18, 1003, reinting to
tho national funds for employment (Lot N. 04-1210 du 18 Deeembre 1003 relative au
fonds national de 1'011101M.

8eo Arrete du 20 Avril, articles 2 And a. Sinco the minimum gam:geed wage would
vary According to occupation, the relocation allowances to unemployed workers would IMO

national minimum aintrantert1 wage (solnire minimum interprofesslonal
FIMIO) hi Ali hourly rate, PresentlY Mod At 2.0075 French francs ($0.41) In the Paris area,
Lower rates are fixed In the system's ,five other wage zones, down to it reduction of 0 percent
in tho lowest none. Tho natIonol Milithitilli guaranteed wage hi elso computed monthly on
tho basis of 40 hours a week or 17838 hours per month.
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cos than 100 kilometers from the old reeidence, and a minimum
aranteed annual wage of 800 hours if the move is for more than

00 kilometers. If lodging is necessary, compensation equel to
a minimum guaranteed annual wage of 2,800 francs is provided,"

7'rava allowances
The worker (single or married) can obtahi an allowance for him-

sslf and his family equal to the cost of rail transportation from the
old to the new residence, based on the second-claes fare on the French
railways. Any fare reductions he might have on rail travel, e.g.,
for reasons of a large family; are taken into consideration.
Moving allowances

The worker can ask for an indemnity covering the cost of trans-
orting his furniture from his former reeidence to his new residence.

is indemnity cannot exceed the cost of transporting 3 tons of furni-
ture by the French railways. However, if justification is offered, the
amount can be raised to a limit of 800 francs for 1 ton of furniture, 460
francs for 2 tons, and 600 francs for 8 tons.

The indemnity is paid only if the furniture is transported within
6 months after the arrival of the persons involved in the move. How-
ever, an additional period of time is permitted, provided the party
involved is unable to find a home. This period of time cannot be
greater than 2 years.

The allowances for travel and the removal of furniture are paid
within 1 month after the arrival of the persons and the furniture.
Rewnsibility for payment rests with the employment Ace of the
Ministry of Labor in the region to which the move is made.

Grants and allowances permitted under the decree of April 20, 1064,
are for unemployed workers who cannot find employment in the home
area. They do not apply to farmers and farmworkers. A separate
program for this group is carried out under the provisions of the
clecree No. 68-1044 of October 1711003.

Relocation nssistance has been restricted primarily to workers af-
fected by plant conversions or closures which have caused manpower
adjustment problems. In 1064, 1,307 workers received relocation al-
lowances in Frince." A large number of these workers were ship-
yard workers from Nantes and St. Nazaire.

The number of workers receiving relocation allowances and the costs
involved aro presented as follows:

Year Number of
workers

I Amount in
now francs

1040 mseSSICOWSS* ********** ***************** SOSSCOSM&SW WWWWWW SOWSSS WWWWWWWWW 840 767,004
1041SsOC *********** = ********* ****** CSSiSASSItt ****** snow.* ****** w **** **** =we 782 001,220

1942wwwWwis ***** Cam ***** *swum ************** use ****** SSICACSICS ***** CS ******** SC 1,043 1,410, a00
TOO 1,203,102

100i 1,397 1,400,241

Norn.These ms do not include workers moved under the provisions of the Netionel Employment
Ittnui. In 10041 12 workors received 11,341 trent* in aesistance.

Is The change of location allowance ts paid In two Mud Installments. The first Is paid
within 1 month after the arrIvel in the new oresg AM the second is mild et the end of
months. llowever, If the worker, after receiving the first pert of the annum loaves ids
employment, he hes to return the money he received unless he bee been placed in a new job
in a region short of lebor as stipuleted by article LI of decree lie. 04-104 of the 24th of
February 1004.

n Information is furnished by the Ministry of Labor. The number of workers moved
In( 1de only those eligible for assistance from the Economia and Social Development Vend
created by the decrees of Sept. 14 and Dec. 0, IOC
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RELOCATION OP moons AND FARNivoRuna

As mentioned earlier, there is a problem of surplus labor on the
French farms. Agricultural population in France constitutes 20_

Wper-cent of the adult labor force as compared to 10 percent in est
Germany and 7percent in the United States. Attempts are being made
to consolidate the smaller farms into larger, more efficient operations,
and to encourage the farmworkers to leave the farms and go into
other profeseions. Although migration off of the farms has been
heavy, and older farmers have been induced to retire earlier through
pensions, there is still considerable underemployment of farm labor."
Problems areas include Brittany, the Aquitaine Basin and Pyrenees,
and Bas-Rhone and Languedoc.

In the context of relocation, the objeetive of French agricultural
polky is to get farmers to leave small farms in the less efficient areas
of France and move to areas where the agricultural potential is
greatest. France, in mance, has been divided into two territories based
on their suitability for agriculture. These territorim are classified as
"departure" and "reception" zones. The "reception" zones include
areas with greater agricultural potential and are usually located
around the larger French cities. Farmers in the "departure" zones
are given financial assistance to take up farming in the "reception"
zones. This assistance is also available to farmers in the "departure"
zones who wish to secure employment in industry.

Loans and grants are provided to farmers who wish to migrate to the(inception" zones. Funds are available under the social action fund
-which was created by the Lot Compkrnentaire of 1062." The social
action fund will pay all of the expenses involved in moving to a
"reception" area, providing the move is more than 50 kilometers. The
expenstv include the cost of travel and the removal of furniture and
other household effects. In addition, the fund provides a change of
location grant (settling-in allowance) which varies from 1,250 to
3,000 francs, depending on the region to which the farmer moves.

The provisions above are primarily limited to farmers. Under-
employed farmhands who have not had steady employment for at
least a year can receive free occupational retraining at a publie train-
ing center, and reimbursement of cost of travel and-removal of house-
hold effects to the place of training and eventually to the new place of
employment.

CONCLVSION

France has several programs to stimulate the geographical mobility
of unemployed or underemployed workers. The national employ-
ment fund provides relocation assistance to workers who are unem-
ployed or who will soon lose their jobs. The social action fund
provides assistance to farm families who move from overpopulated,
=productive farm regions to regions whore a higher development of

liThe pension Is offereCto older farmers to retire and ceasa MI farming., Formers 03
and over Are eligible (00 it ill) Th,lre to an indemnity mid for the farmer s land which
Is based on the region In which. the farm Is located, the amount of laud involved, and the
qualltr tlie

Tim two imic iftws are as follows: Lot d'OrlontatIon Agrleole de 1000, and Loi Com-
plementaire d'Orientation Agricolo de 1002. The latter created the "Fonds d'Action
Soclale pour L'Amenagetnent des Structures Agrleoles.
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agriculture can be promoted, and also farmworkers who wish to enter
another profession.

Although the national employment fund and the social action fund
are of recent creation, apparently the latter is having some effect in
stimuiating rural migration." From 1002 to the end of 1901:approxi-
mately 10,000 farm families have received assistance in moving."

Relocation IMINtAnce bas been avellable for agricultural and liadustrIal workers since
the early 1050's, H ROMowever, roont ( vo provisione ban bro @nod the coverage and
belle to of the assistance,

owever, this total includes farmers repatriated from Mark,



CHAPTER V

THE UNITED STATES
INTRODUCTION

The problem of regional unemployment is familiar to most Ameri-
cans. .Althoush the national unemployment rate has declined to its
lowed point in 8 years, unemplcAyment rates in many areas remain
well abovo the national rate.1 Population growth is below the na-
tional average, and in some areas, more than 60 percent of the familiee
have incomes of lees then ,000 a year.

The -programs designed to ameliorate unemployment and poverty
aro well known and do not need to be mentioned.* However, itis rele-
vant to mention two acts which are of direct importance to the subject
of relocation assistance to the unem_ployed. These acts are the Trade

DExpansion Act and the Manpower evelopment and Training Act.

THE TRADE EXPANAION ACT

The Trade Expansion Act (Public Law 87-704) provides allow-
ances for relocation of workers who have lost employment as a result
of reductions in tariffs promoted by the act. The act provides that
unemployed heads of families, who have little prospeet of finding
suitable and gainful employment in their communities and have been
offered long-term employment elsewhere, are eligible to receive relo-
cation allowances which cover moving expenses cif the worker and his
family and the cost of transporting-household goods. In addition,
the worker receives a sum allowance of 21/2 times the average weekly

THE MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING ACT
I

manufacturing wage.'

The Manpower Development and Training Act (Public Law 87
416) was passed in 1062, revised in 10681 and, revised further in 1086.
Its basic purpose is to_ provide for retraining of the unemployed and
underemployed. MDTA training courses may be offered in relatively
prosperous areas as well as depressed areas.

2 Unemployment rates In Jima of 1005 for seleeted counties In West Virginia were AR
follows: -fcrcer, 0,0 percent; Logan nnd Done, 11,5 percent! Raleigh, 0,8 percent; AlcDowell, 11.8 percent; and Fayette, 10.71porcent, In Juno of 1u05, the unemployment rate
in these Kentucky counties was as follows: Bell, 12,3 percent ; Martin, 20.7 percent ; Floyd,0,1 percent; and Harlan, 11,2 percent.

new Vublic Works and Economic Development Act deserves mention. This actcombines ninny of the programs that wero developcd under the Arca Redevelopment rindrublio Works Acceleration 'Lets. The important provisions of the new act are as follows:
Grants ror public works and davelopment facilities; loans up to 100 percent to assist in
financing public: works, loans up to 05 percent for industris1 and commercial expansion,and guarantees up to 00 percent of associated working capital loans; WEIN and grants toredevelopment areas and centers in multicounty development districts; and technical andplanning assistance to multiStnte regional planning commissions,

See secs. 828, 820, 880 on pp. 24 and 25,
42
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The 1963 amendments to the Manpower Development and Training
Act included authorization for a program of labor mobility demon-
stration projects. Section 208 authorized the Secretary of Idabor to
carry out, in a limited number of geoKraphical areas, pilot projects
designed to S88488 or demonstrate We effectiveness in reducing unem
ployment of progFams to increase the mobility of unemployed workers
by providing assistanc? to Teel, their relocation expenses. This as-
sistance was to be provided in the form of loans or grante, or both; to
unemployed individuals who could not be expected to secure
employment in the home area, had bona &to offers of employment,
and, were well qualified to perform the works

The 1066 amendments to the Manpower Development and Training
Act extended the mobility program to June 80, 196711 and provided
for more liberal use of grantbremoving a 0-percent restriction
provided in the earlier authority, and for more liberal loans, with
loans subject to the following conditions : I

1. There is reasonable assurance of repayment of the loan;
2. Credit is not available on reasonable terms from private

sources or other Fedora], State, or local proArams ;
8. The amount of the loan, together with other funds, is ade-

quate to achieve dm purpose for which the loan was intended;
4. The loan bears interest at a rate not lees than the average

market yield on outstanding Treasury obligations, phis additional
charges, if any, toward covering the cost of the program; and

6. The loan IS repayable within not more than 10 years.
Up to $0 million a year was authorized for carrying out of the pilot

projectl.
Hearings held by the House Committee on Education ancl Labor in

1968 had found considerable support in favor of relocation assist-
ance.' Recognition was made of the fact that many depressed areas
lack the resource base to attract industry and that a partial solution
is to induce the unemployed to leave these areas. It also was recog-
nized that many unemployed, workers in depressed areas can be placed
in other areas in which, there is a shortage of labor. In a survey of
150,000 unemployed workers in Illinois, 81 percent indicated that they
would be willing to move to other areas of employments

There are several basic assumptions underlying the labor mobility
demonstration project

1. High labor demand in one locality can often be matched
against excess labor supply in another area;

2. The financial cost of moving may often be a significant deter-
rent to the geographical mobility of unemployed workers ;

8. The benefits to society of providing relocation assistance may
more than compensate for the costs of such assistance; and

4. The willingness to relocate, the feasibility of arranging re-
location to unfilled jobs, and other aspects of any mobility as-

# Soo Report No, 801, "Amendments of Manpower Development and TrMning Act," 88th
Cong., let messAcc. 208, p, 88.

BOO Report NO. 17_ ,0 Menpovror Act of 1005," report (to accompany H.R. 4257), 80th
Contlet sem, mom 104, p. 82,

1)1(1.,
anpower Development and Training Aet bearints before the Select Subcommittee

on Lebor of tha Committee on Education and Labor, Meuse of Representatives, 88th Cong.,
il} Pomo PP..508, 010, 015, and 078.

Ibid., p. 003.
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sistanco program may var_y considerably by area and type of
worker, so that varied exploration may indicate different values
in different settings.

The initial pilot projects sponsored under the Manpower Act were
deeigned to help shed light on such assumptions. State employment
security offices in 11 States and 5 private organizations conducted such
projects.° They sought to explore the factors affecting the mobility
of unemployed workers and their relationship to the availability of
relocation assistance. Project findings, still being assembled at the
timo this study is written, will be applied to such questions as the
following:"

1.What proportions and typos of unemployed workers are re-
ceptive to opportunities to move to jobs in other areas, and what
proportion and typee are immobile?

2. What factors stimulate or inhibit the geographic mobility of
unempjoyed workers?

8. How significant are financial barriers and financial assist-
ance in relation to other factors?

4. How offeetivo aro the financial aids offered under section 208
of 3IDTA in promoting the relocation of unemployed workers?

5. How many relocated workers stay on their now jobs, and
what are the reasons why some do not remain on the new jobs?

6. What problemsfinancial, social, etc.aro met by relocated
workers as a result of the move?

7. How do unemployed workers faro, particulary in employ-
ment experience, in comparison to workers with similar charac-
teristics who do not move?

An indication of the variety and nature of the pilot project efforts
is provided by the following brief outlines of projecta onducted by
the State agencies:

1. Some projects, detAgnated, "type Al" focused on a specific
fixed group of workers, Mich as all graduates of a recent training
project, or workers involved, in a mass layoff. There wore three
such projects as follows:

(a) lindiana.Tho Indiana project was to concentrate on
MDTA course graduates who completed their training be-
tween October 81, 1964, and May 15, 1065, in South Bend.
Potentially 150 persons could have been involved, but an im-
provement in local economic conditions resulted in an upturn
in. local employment opportunities and a reduction in the
number of workers eArible for relocation assistance.

(b) Utalt.The Utah project was for workers laid off the
preceding winter by the Thiokol Chemical Co.'s missile plant
in Brigham City. 'This is a sparsely settled part of northern
Utah where the employment, aside from the Thiokol plant,
is essentially in. agriculture. The 1964 unemployment rate

10 Labor mobility projects were conducted in 1005 by State employment security agencies
in California, Illinois, Indiona, ICentucky, Minnesota, lqissouri, Montana, Now York, Utah,
Virginia, and West Virginia, The private organisations include three universities, ono
nonprofit foundation,. and one national social welfare nonprofit association they con.
Quoted projects based in Alabama, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and North Carolina.

14"Labor Mobility in Selected Geographic Areas: A Preliminary Report," MIYPA labor
mobility demonstration projects conducted by State employment security agencies, U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security, August 1005 (internal report), p. 4.
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for the area was 6.2 )?ercent. By Amp 801 1965, 276 workers
haq, been screened, 112 were judged Oigible for relocation
assistance, and 07 expressed an interest in moving. Twenty-
four workers had already been moved to a job elsewhere by
the above date.

(a) VirOnia.--The project population consisted of 500
reeent MDTA graduates and an equal number of workers who
had applied for MDTA trainingmany of whom were
former coal miners. The supply area was four counties in
the depressed coal mining region of southwest Virginia.
Movement of workers was directed to other areas in Virginia.

2. Another type of project, designated, "type B," dealt with a
sample selection in an area, generally tak.en from public employ-
ment service active files. There were four such projects:

(a) californik.4The supply area was metropolitan San
Diego which had substantial unemployment for the last 4
years.11 The project population was obtained by drawing
every 16th application card from the active file in the San
Diego local office of the California State Employment Service.
As of June 30, screening of cards in the file found 284 eligible
for relocation assistance, 142 expressed a willingness to move,
and 7 had already been relocated. Main receiving areas were
to be Sacramento, San Jose, and Van Niffs.

( ) Kentizoky.The supply area was Floyd, Johnson, Mar-
tin, and Magoffin Counties in eastern Kentucky. These are
coal mining counties and unemplozment is substantially above
the national average. The "popuiation" was the active file of
unem_ployed in the Prestonburg office of the Kentucky State
Employment Service. Major placement areas were to be

Lexington, and other areas in Kentucky. By Juno
80, 2,169 workers had been screened, 878 wore found eligible
for relocation assistance, 630 expressed a willingness to move,
and 54 had been moved or were in the process of being moved.

(o) Montana.Tho supply area was Stillwater, Carbon,
and Musselshell Counties which are located in separate parts
of the State.13 The project included 350 unemployed workers
in the loal employment offices. Movement was to be elsewhere
in the State and to surrounding States.

(4) T Vest Virainia.The supply area was 13oone2 Logan,
McDowell, and Wyoming Counties, in the coal mining area
in the southern part of the State. Unemployment rates as of
Juno 19135 were for Boone and Logan, 11.5-percent McDowell,
11.8 percent ; and Wyoming17.3 percent. The proJect popula-
tion was derived by taking a 20-porcent sample of the active
files in the employment service office in Logan and Welch.

3. In the third type of project, designated, "type C," the worker
group was not selected for inclusion prior to project operation.
Instead, they were recruited during the project on the basis of

11. The unemployment rate for 1004 was 7.5 percent.
11 The cities of Billings, Anaconda, and Miles City are in the respective counties.
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geograpliical location and interest in participating in the reloca-
tion project. There were two such efforts :

(a) six-county area in southern Illinois was
the supply area. These counties were similar to the areas in-
volved in the Kentucky, Virginia, and West Virginia projects
in that a primary industry was coal mining. The total project
population was 783 workers selected on the basis of willing-
ness to move. AS of June 30, 1065, 458 met the eligibility
criteria, 318 indicated a willingnees to move, one move had
been completed, and 22 MOM were hi process,

(b) lifissaurieTho supply area was seven counties in the
southeastern "bootheel" portion of the State. The area is
agricultural, with many farmworkers affected adversely by
mechanization of farm operations. There was a higli per-
centage of low-income, underemployed farmworkers in the
area. The project focused on these farmworkers. By June
30,255 of a. population of 300 workers had been screened, and
191 were eligible and interested. Farm jobs in other areas
wore found for 9 workers and 40 were placed in the local
area."

Several other projects included workers either recruited or volim-
towing for the project, in addition to a predesignated group of
workers:

(a) Mienneoota.Tho supply area, for the type B part of
the project was a 15-county area in the northeastern part of
the State. This area had high and persistent unemployment
us a result of s declining demand for labor in the mining of
iron ore. In addition to the 15 counties, the State made re-
location allowances available elsewhere, but without pub-
licity. By June 80, after the screening of the population, 80
workers wore relocated or were in the process of moving.

(b) New York.The supply area was Nassau and Suffolk
Counties in Long Island. These counties include electronics,
precision instrument, and aircraft manufacturing. The econ-
omy of the area depends to a major degree on defense spend-
ing. Many of the unemployed were laid off by Republic
Aviation as a result of the completion of several defense con-
tracts. Large numbers of those laid off bad skills in demand
elsewhere. The New York project included it potential of
2,000 ex-defense workers selected from local employment of-
fice active files. Other workers were included in the project
on the basis of their interest in relocation.

A total of five other projects were conducted by private organiza-
tions. One, administered by the North Carolina fund, sought to re-
lcleate hardcore unemployed persons from six rural coastal plain coun-
ties of North Carolina to small industrial cities in the Piedmont areas
of the State. The project moved mostly unskilled Negro tenant farm-
ers and Indians. .kts of September 80, 1905, the project moved 278
persons.

* as An unusual feature of this project is that in none of the relocations did the worker
request relocation financial assistance.
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Another, conducted by Tuskegee University, focused on graduates
of a training program as well R8 other workers recruited generally from
rural Alabama areas. Virtually all were Negro. Over WO were
moved, the number for which thc budget provided.

A third, conducted by Northern Michigan University, helped move
MDTA training course enrollees from the Northern Peninsula to down-
state Michigan and Wisconsin sobs.

ELJOIBIIiITY REQUIREMENTS FOR RELOOATION

Conditions for eligibility were the same for all these pilot projects
and were as follows :

1. The worker must be involuntarily unemployed."
2. The worker cannot be expected to secure full-time employ-

ment within commuting distance of his regular place of residence.
This must be evidenced by a written certification supplied by the
agency_ conducting the project.

3. He must obtain suitable employment or a bona lide offer of
employment, affording a reasonable expectation of long-term dura-
tion in the area in which he deeires to relocate. This must also be
evidenced by a written certification supplied by the agency con-
ducting the project.

4. Ho must be selected as a worker to be relocated and must file
an application for relocation assistance allowance with the agency
conductin the projeet.

5. Ho must relocate himself and his family, if any, within 30
days from the acceptance of his application.

Coverage of relocation calowanoee
Relocation assistance allowances were made available in the initial

projects for the following expense items : "
1. Travel allowance was made to defray the cost of moving the

worker and his family from the home area to the area of reloca-
tion. This allowance was to cover the cost of the most economical
form of public transportation from the home area to the new area
or, if the worker's own automobile was used, 10 cents a mile was to
bo provided for the usually traveled route between the home area
and the new area with no additional allowance for family mem-
bers traveling in the same automobile.

2. Household goods moving allowance was made for the trans-
portation of household goods from the home area to the new loca-
tion. The worker was to provide estimates from at least two mov-
ing firms regularly engaged in the shipping of household goods
with the allowance to be equal to the lower of the two estimates."
If the worker used a trailer to transport his household goods,
he was allowed 12 cents a mile to cover his automobile and trailer.

1111111111711101011.

:4 An involuntarily unemployed individual is one who is unemployed through no fault
of his own ; or unemployed for 0 or morn weeks regardless of cause ; or h member of a faun
family with less than $1,200 annual net farm income.

is Eligibility requirements and coverage of relocation allowance were generally the
same for all State labor mobility demonstration projects. However, there were some
variations. For example, tho Virginia demonstration project in some cases permitted
payment of the cost of travel for a job interview. The projecta must be viewed as being
experimental in nature and oriented toward answering the questions mentioned on pp.
48, 94, rather than as programs designed exclusively. to move unemployed workers.

Jo The allowance is not to exceed the cost of moving 7.000 pounds net weight for a worker
and his family or 2,500 pounds not weight If the worker Is single.
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3. Temporary storage allowance was permitted to cover Oie
actual expenses of storage of household goods for a period of up
to 30 days.

4. Finally, a lump-sum allowance was provided to defray the
cost of living expenses for the worker and his family, while travel-
ing to the new location, and for incidental expenses pending the
receipt of the first paycheck. The amount of the basic allowance
was set at the national average weekly manufacturing wage, with
an additional 50 percent of that sum for each member of the
family, up to a maximum of three times the basic allowance.0

Method of payment
The relocation allowance (travel, removal of furniture, storage,

and lump sum) ranged from 50 to 100 percent of the cost. The amount
paid depended on whether the particular project provided for a grant,
loan, or combination of both. Most projects provided for a 50-percent
grant plus a 60-percent loan; several providecl only loans or only a $0-
percent grant. The loans were made availeble on an interest-free, re-
payment on a 3-year basis.

'rho financial assistance actually' provided varied greatly by project,
by distance of move, size of famiiy, and amount of household goods.
The average assistance was around $300.

It is necessary to emphasize that the description presented here is
for the initial 16 demonstration projects, and that new projects cur-
rently being developed under the 1085 liberalized Manpower Develop-
ment and Training Act will provide new variations.

THE VIROINIA LABOR MOBILITY VROXECT

The Virginia project was designed to move unemployed workers out
of southwestern Virginia into unfilled jobs in other areas of the State.
Individuals were selected for relocation by local employment offices in
Appalachia, Bristol, and Richlands. Relocation has been to such cities
as Alexandria, Newport News Norfolk, and Richmond. All of the
relocation was within the State." Movement was in only one direc-
tionout of the depressed counties to areas where labor was needed.

Re8ult8 of the Virginia labor mobility project
The Virginia project terminated on September 30. The results may

be summarized as follows :1°
1. The total number of workers screened for eligibility was 020.

Of this number, 713 were eligible for assistance, end 648 expressed
a willingness to move.

2. The number of workers who relocated amounted to 100. Of
this number, 160 received relocation allowances.

IT An example is as follows : A worker with three dependents would receive a basic lunip
sum allowance of $00,85 (current average national manufacturing wage) and an allowance
of $140.07 ($40,69 bv 4) for tbe dependents. The total lump sum Is payablo in the form
of a grant (only one.fialf, or $125), it loan, or a combination grant and loan,

u This is to change under g second pilot project which will locate workers in other
States ns well as in Virginia.

II Information Is furnished by Mr. Randolph Bruce, chief, Research. Statistics. and Infor-
mation Division, Virginia Employment Commission, Richmond and Mr. John Elliott, field
supervisor, Virginia Employment Commission, Bristol.
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3. Tho number of reloeittees who returned to the supply area
totale(1 75. Of these, 5t) received relocation allowances,"

4. Ono hundred and forty workeis received a comiiinatim of
grants and loans, and 20 reeei %red loans.

5, The total cost of relocation assistance allowances was $31,000.
This is broken down into $1,801 for grants only and $20,128 for
grants and loans. The average allowance per relocated worker
was $103.87.

0. The average years of education completed by the relorated
was 0.8. The number of relocated workers who were graduates
of MDTA training courses prior to reloration amounted to 101.

7. The occupational categories of reloeatees by total were; pro-
fessional and managerial, 10 ; clerical and sales, 13; services, 20;
agriculture, 5; skilled, 07; semiskilled, 20; and unskilled, 40.

The wage rates in the new jobs varied considerably. One worker
received $400 a month as a routeman for a dairy. Another reeelved
$375 a month as a clerk-stenographer. A milling machine operator
earned $2.77 an hour. The typical hourly wage ranged from $1.00 to
$2,20 an hour. The lowest hourly wa,ge was $1.25 an hour.

A sample of 52 persons who received relovation assistance revealed
other eharacteristiesP Forty-51x workers were males and six were
females. The ages for the nmles ranged from 18 to 48, with the nut-
joeity betwem 18 and 30. Five males were 40 and over. The ages of
the females ranged from 17 to '281 with three being 18.

Two important characteristics of the applicants screened for the
Virginia labor mobility projects deserve mention. The first wrtains
to the financial reserves of the applicants. Out of 400 applicants
screened, 855 had no finaneial reserves, and ailed less than $100. This
would indicate that the cost of moving to an area where employment
is available conk:, be a major deterrent. Payment of these costs
through relocation allowances may well be the key factor in reducing
unemployment in problem areas.

The second characteristic pertains to the average langth of unem-
ployment of workers screened for the labor mobility project. Out of
the same 400 workers, 101 had been unemployed from 4 to 14 weeks,
118 from 15 to 20 weeks, and 105 from 27 to 52 weeks,

THE WEST vllugm LABOR MOBILITY raoner

The West Virginia mobility project was different from Virginia's in
tliat unemplo,yed workers were assisted to move to jobs outskle of
the State. Movement was from the coal mining counties of LoAan,
McDowell, Mercer, and Wyoming in southwestern West Virginia to
out-of-State jobs secured by the West Virginia Department of Em-
ployment Security.

Out of 400 woilrers found eligible for relocation allowances, 225 ex-
pressed a willingness to move. Seventy-five workers were moved to
out-of-State jobs. All but one received relocation allowances. The

This means that out of 1.50 persons who have received relocation assistance, 50 returned
home. Many of the returnees are single persons in their Into iiteen." Hourly wages of
$1.23 and $1.50 an hour are offset by a much higher cost of living in some areas. This has
beenpartieularly true of females placed as nurse s aids at $1,23 an hour in Alexandria.

11 The sample was obtained from the list of those persons who had received relocation
allowances.
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total cost of thc 4llowanaiwas'$19,1.4 Tim average coot of the re-
locations) exclusive of adminietrative cogs, was 1088 than $160. This
was considerably lower than was anticipated and refleeted the fact that
30 out of the 76 workers were shIgle.

The 76 workers were placed in emplgment in the followhig States;
Maryland, 34; New Yock, ; Virginia, 0; Michigan, 6; Indiana

'
3;New Jersey, 1; and 1. All were males. The wages at the

new jeb ranged from $1.10 en hour to $3.0 an hour. Two-thirds of
the workers earlied between $1.6T and $2.10 an hour. Only three oif the
workers had received MDTA training before nsoving to the new NW"

Thirtyloven of the 76 workers bad been unemployed 6'2 weeks or
longep prior to the move; eight had been unemployed from 20 to 62
weeks, eight had been unemployed from 15 to 20 weeks, and Om re-
minder were unemployed for lese than 15 weeks.

The ages of the relocatees ranged from 18 to H. Twenty-three were
over 40; 17 were between 30 and 40: 22 were between 20 and 30; and
only 8 were less than 20. Forty had le than 9 years of education.

The rate of return was rather high. Approximately half of the re-
locatees have returned to the home area. No conclusions can be
reached at this point, but on an ft priori basis, two factors may be cited.

1. A considerable number have returned from employment, in
Mauland where the hourly wage was $1.07 an hour. Eighteen
of the thirty-four workers placed in Maryland have returned to
the home area. A number of workers have also returned from
New York where the hourly wage was $2.01 an hour. Most of the
men returning from Mary)and employment are married. It up-
pears likely that living costs comparea to a salary of about $67 a
week disconraged many workers from remaining in the new place
of QMployment. The nature of the job (unknown) also could
have been an inhibiting factor.

1 The transition from a rural mountain environment to an
entirely new environment also could have been a factor responsible
for the rate of return. There also may be some relationship be-
tween the average length of unemployment before moving to the
new job and the rate of return. Twenty-two of the thirty-seven
workers who were unemployed for a year or longer have returned
to the home area.

THE HENTiNKT LABOR mon-miry PROJECT

The Kentucky mobility projett started on April 1. The projeet
population was the entire active file in the Prestonsburg employment
Mike at the end of February 1965. The poulation lived in four coun-
tiesFloyd, Johnson, Martinland Magoffinwhich have experienced
a high rate of unemployment since the automation of the coal minee! a
few years ago.
01=110111111101t

rnformatlon is furnished by Mr. Z. Harry Parker, director, Labor WM Demon.tratIon Project, West Virginia Department of Maployment Security, charieston, W. Va.The Information LP as of tho completion of tbo project date of Rept, 80.
s Ail of the workers were unemployed coat miners.
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X brief summarization of the project 1$ as follows : 21

1. Total number of persons included in the population grou 3. OM

S. Total numbcr screened for 2,02$
8. Number eligible for the program r,o2

4. Number receiving relocation lowaneo ..... 23
Number receiving expense money for employer interview 11

O. Number of relocateees returning home............scarassm====remcco 4

Out of the AN persons eligible for relocation assistance, 10 percent
had finished high sehool, and OS percent had never attended high
sehool. Nearly half did not complete elementarv sehool. The great
Majori t y had a history of long unemployment. With the exception of
oine wrio iswo graduates of various 3MTA training courses, few had

any experience or training that, could be ussd.
Apparently there are two basic reasons why these persons remain in

the area:
1. Many own a home debt free, live with parents, or live in rent-

free houses. The home may not be modern, but it is a shelter.
Electricity is cheap and public assistance provides food.

2. Family ties, which may be stronger than those elsewhere,
keep many in the area.

Twenty-three persons received relocation allowances to move to new
jobs, and four have returned to the home areaP The average payment
per relocatee has been below $200 because most had little furniture
to MOM

Far fewer persons received relocation assistance allowances than in
the other three State projects discussed in this study.n This may be
partially explained by several factors.

1. The major expense item in moving- namely, the cost of mov-
ing furniture and other househohl goodswas virtually no».
existent, because very few of those eligible for relocation assistance
had anything to move.

2. In many cases, the jobs in the Lexington and Louisville areas
paid less than workers received lw participating in the work mf-
perienee and training program tor unemployed fathers. This
program is financed under title V of the Economic Opportunity
Itct.

3. As mentioned previously, many unemployed workers own
their own homes and feel that the cost of living is cheaper in the
home area.

um NORTH attiotaxA Fuxo moon 310111filTr 1,110.7YXT

Tito Secretary of Labor eontracted with the North Carolina Fund
to conduct, a mobility demonstration project for an estimated 200 work-
ersmainly poorly educated and low sltilled Negroes and Indians--
from six rural eastern counties into more prosperotis areas of the State.

Information.is provided by Mr. Samuel Evanst_sommunity employment program super.
visor. Divislon Of Employment Services. Frankfort. ny.

*sTitirteen of the twenty.three receiving relocation 8110,01fleell 1184 UM% training prior
te_the mem

PT Job placement efforts were coneentretM itl (401411810118114
n It 18 hard to give n_preolso time_period. The Ma Me for the Oar mobility demon-

relocation as o that date.
atratlon was spot. Thowever, some workers were still in the process ef

*I In North ANIMA. MO number was 278 ; Virginia, 100; and West Virginia, 74.
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counthqi involved were CraVell, Edgecombe, Nash, Richmond,
Robeson, and Scotland. The unemployment rate in the% counties
raived from 5.0 to 12.5 percent.

Finaneial assistance to the relocatces consisted of a lump-ston reign-
tion allowance of $51.50 for a single person with no dependents up to
a maximum of $178, plus one-half of tlw actual moving costs. This
sum eould matelwd with an equal amount in the form of an i Merest-
free loan. The total cost of reloeation allowances for the 278 workers
filially moved with such assistance came to $32,002."

Sixty-five reloeatces were gotten jobs in Charlotte and 120 in High
Point. Employment in Charlotte was primarily at the Florida Steel
plant; employment in High Point was at various furniture plants and
textile mills around the city. Other receiving areas were Statesville
and Salisbury, N.C., and Mart insville, Va.

In High Point, the North Carolina Fund rented an apartment buihl-
ing and turned it into a temporau residence for the relovatees who
pay $13 a week for room and board. This has helped the relocatees to
adjust to a new environment. The average age of those living at the
reraidence is 18 or 10. Most have not had running water in their homes,
and many have mer been out of their home county before coming to
High Point.

he attrition rate in High Point, so far, haa been very low. There
are several reasons which are as follows:

1. The provishm of housing of the type mentioned above.
2. The provision of counseling service to the relocatees has

helped to cope with the problem of homesicknees.
3. Tho smaller size of High Point compared to other cities has

reduced the cultural shoek in miming from the rund areas.
Seventv percent of the workers receiving relocation allowances were

males. The age range was 18 to 03, although the majority were under
30. About 30 'percent were white, 85 percent Indian, and 55 pement
Negro. Seventeen percent were illiterate. The starting salaries in the
now jobs to which they moved ranged from $1.25 to $2.50 an hour, with
the majority earning nearer the lower end of this range'

As of the end of September 30, 278 unemployed_persons had been
relocated and 50 had left the job found for them. Of these 50, 11 re-
turned to school, 10 obtained employment in their home area, 20 left for
better wages and/or better working conditions in the new area or else-
where in the State, only 0 returned to the home area, and the remaimler
were subject to such complications 89 the draft.

An outstanding positive factor of the North Carolina labor mobility
demonstration project is that it reached the rural, unskilled, illiterate
or sena-illiterate unemployed worker who has not !meta touched by
other social welfare programs. Apparently, more of this type of un-

so he counties were suggested by the North Cnrolina rand 'MAW it planned on con-
duct ng another Rog-mm-1n the same OM Subsenuenily, the mobility project trixt to
Neils on other comities with grenter economic difficulties.

Most of the workers tiltiVC(i WPM not nem/wily unemployed, but wero in the eligible
category of niembers of farm families with under ii1,2u0 yenrly Income.

*ITS& amount toll ter short of the $1110,000 which the Fund could have drawn on under
Its contract to Mince the expenses of relocation. There were two misting: The workers
moved bad fewer possessions than anticipated (itiany nere single) and the Fund used its
own minibuses Mill AMOY surplus trueks to mi the netuni moving(

yt Information wns provided by Mr. Hobert 1,ofaso, direetor of mobility, North eatolina
Pund, Durham, N.C.
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employed person can be reached by 4 continuing relocation program,
at least where there are tight labor market areas not very far away."

CONCLUKON

The United States has undertaken a Rriefi of labor mobility demon-
stration projects, authorized by the Congress through amendments to
the Manpower Development end Training Act. The aim has been to
try to relocate a variety of groups of unemployed workers in various

eographie settings, with close study of the process and the results1
f it turns out that jobless workers in areas of high unemployment can,

with financial, placement, and other relocation assistance, be suecess-
fully transplanted to areas with low employmenta reloeation wisp,
awe program may well becoine a permanent part of the Clovernnwnt's
wit loynient

he initial pilot projects were completed on September 30. New
pilot projects aro in the process of being developed. As the pilot proj-
ects have been limited and experimental in nature, no comparison can
be made between them, mid the well-establifthed European relocation
programs. The objectives, procedvres, and settiggs of the projeets
vaned considerably, from focus, OS m North Carolina on. Towing low-
income rural farmworkers to eitiel, to efforts in Wed Virgmia to-move
lmemployed coal miners to jobs in other States, to concentration in
Utah on the movement of laid-off skilled workers.

The 1005 amendments to the Manpower Development and Training
Aet authorize furtlwr reloeation pilot projeets to permit the develop-
meat of experience with still other approaehes. Additional types of
workers will be helped to move, and other types of assistance will be
tried, both by State employment securkv offiees and under the auspices
of a number of other organizations, notably several univeNities.

I. the four labor mobility projects dismissed above as a guide-
line, several general comlusions ean be reached :

1. Relocation assistance coupled with effective job placement
by the employment serviee can influence a number of workers to
leave their home area. The cost of travel and the removal of
furniture and other household effects can be ft significant deterrent
to mobility, particularly since It ubstantial number of unem-
ployed workers possess no lignid assets. Also a cost of several
hundred dollars to move to a job paying $80 a week would mean
that the worker would in essenee lose a month's salary if the cost
of the move came out of his pocket.

2. The majority of workers moved were under 35, had less titan
a high sehool education, and were unemployed for at least 10
weeks prior to the move.

3. The rate of return to the home area was high at least in the
case of the Virginia and West Virginia projects, The most im-
portant reason appears to be the expense of securing housing
relative to the wage paid the worker. In Virginia, the average

la Sixty-two percent of the relocatees iinve been *Maio nudes in the 15 to 25 ngfo rano.
Lack of avallahh4 housing in went' demand areas prevented Men or women with families
from utilizing relocation assistance.
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of S1.25 which was paid to several females to work in Alexandra
as MIMS aids was offset by a much higher cost of living than in
the home area. T h o major expense was housing.

However, the rate of return ean be reduced by the provision
of housing RS is apparetit in the North Carolina project. Also, a
nmnber of those who !lave returned home have seeured employs
utent.

4. Turnover at the new plaee of emOoyment was high. How-
ever, the rate of turnover (lops not appear to be excessive when
eompared to the turnover of reloeatees in Oreat Britain and
Sweden. Many w(trliers have found other jobs in the new area
or elsewhere.

rf. 3fost of the workets who weived reloeatim assistimee were
employed in low-paying jobs. However, the comparison to the
alternative of no or partial employment is quite favorable. In
North Carolina, for extunple, the average weekly salary of those
workers who moved to the High Point arca is around $00 a week.
Many of these workers did not earn as much as WO a year in the
home area.

However, the stleeeSti of any relocation program depends upon the
existeam of a high level of employment in the areis to which the
workers aro moved. In North Carolina, the unemployment rate in
bilelt cities as High Point and Raleigh is around 2 percent. Furniture
and textile plants in High Point aro working 24 hours a dav. The
labor market in the Piedmont is the tightest since World War Yet
in the coastal plain of North Carolina, unemployment is high an(
much available wotk is low paying. The general labc. shortage in
the Piedmont area it eant that jobs were easy to find for those who ex-
pressed a willingness to move from the coastal region. The payment
of relocation assistrince expedited the movement. it may also be added
that many of those who received assistance were avera_ging around $ O
a day in earnings when employed. It is hard to build a backlog of
savinp on such earnings:"

Amoriesns are a mobile people In general. however, rnobIlltyk i conelderably es
tomcod by the noweolon of goyim:a or the ability to enure a loan to finance tho move.
It bi (mite unlikely that unemployed or low. ncome worker§ (In quality on @liner count.
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CANADA

INTRODUCTION

Canada has had several relocation progrinus for a nunibev of Years.
However, the use of relocation assistimee as an employment &vice
achieved major iinportanco only this year with tlw manpmer labor
program which was announced in May. This program will be a coins
prehensive one covering all residents of Canada, and will apply to low
nwome as well RS unemployed workers.

In no other cmmtry used in the study is the pioblem of geographie
distance more acute than in Camida. Many areas of population are
500 to 1,000 miles from any city of any size. The cost of moving in
England, France, and even in Sweden will involve a distanee of prob-
ably no more than a maximum of 400 miles with the average distance
probably less than half of that. In the Vnited States, much of the
movement in the pilot projects was made within a State or to nearby
States. However, in Cando, with a small population end a land area
RH large as the United States, almost any MONT Will involve a consider-
able distance and cost.

WIWITMIINT OP PRODIJDI

Although the Canadian unemployment rate is similar to di t of
the Vnited States, the problem of regional mwmployment ex'gsts. In
1004 the average unemployment rate for Canada was 4.7 percent.
Broken down by regions, 'however, the unemployment rate was as
follows: Atlantic, 'LS percent ; Quebec, 0.3 pement ; Ontario, la per-
cent; Prairie, 3 percent ; and Nellie, percent. As of September
30, 10051, the unemployment rate in Canada had declined to 3.0 percent,
and the unemployment rate for the regions was as follows: Atlantic,
02 percent; Que`bec, 4.0 percent ; Ontario, 2.7 percent; Prairie, It.7
percent ; a»d Pacific: 3.9 percent.'

In (*nada, there is a relatively high rate of seasmal unemployment.
At its peak in the months of January, Felwuary, and March, anew-
ployment averages some 300,0o0 higher than in the summer months.
There has also been a secular decline in employnwnt in three industries
that hove very large seasonal flue( nations in employment--agrieul-
Lure, forestry, end fishing. Over the period from 1948 to 1003, em-

I The Canadian merisure of unem_ployment Includes fill those who fire looking for work
In survey week end who did, not nnd work. Moo incIrded are per10114 temporarily away
from their jobs during the whole of the survey week And who are looking for work. In
addition to the active seekers, there ere Included persons who would look for work except
that they were: (1) temporarily : (2) or: prolonged layoff ; and (8) believe that no work
Is available in the community or in their pfirticulfir skill. This group is referred to fie
Inactive seekers. Persons on temporary layoffeubject to recall within 80 dr:yefire also
elaesitled fie unemployed. Thus, the ennatilfin Tonsure of unemployment T@VM1.114 two groups
of unemployed personsthose eeeking fil:141ine work end those seeking part.time work.
The Canadifin labor force sUrVet provides information on fulls and parttime employment,
tho latter having relevance to the metisuronent of underemPloyment.

55
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pigment in agriculture deelined from 1,095,000 to MAO and employ-
ment in fishing and forestry declined from 105,000 to 83,000.

The pioblem of regional unemployment is limited primarily to the
Atlantie region and portions of Quebee:' The econonty of the Atlantic
region has been geared to a resource base which has either eroded
away or huMwed front a liwk qfadequate demand. l'itemployment in
wit primary industries as mining, forestry, fishing, and turTing
all of whieh are indigenous to the Atlantic region -has averaged 15
percent of total employment in these industries.

Tho annual average unempioyment rates for Canada, and for the
ttlantie and Quebec regions, a bird an important comparison which
Is presented in table 10.

'Emil VIAnnual overage unemployment rates fib Canadas owl for Ow Allontto
as a Quebeo regions; 1060-04

(In percent]

1954=vewl:sweve=t=coromis=cArcaecalma=mz.varwrocceecceataccoaccals
1057cycmmagravecsmir*swwacestacarocestralm=r=crrzsc=walcusc*ccowest.

1144=sccz'acsacttcgrz.zsecaltscw=greclecc,====ecrtc.leacelacc,czwar
INOcaccerawgraz=wory,secrawgirmaccsccalrcacccosseesccswerceclmcws
Macrocsesagaccw=ccm.saxacarcs=c==exaccscsac=,:ccaser,ma=cacsma
1001e*ceiracomeac=scce-aczcos.soagx=cedeas»awaccorsessorcmcaccacw=
1003exacsarm.csac=cocaoarscasoses===swarm.aecycstriascosacec.cc
1043cova=agralmac==eascectscrcaarccsammetc..caccaccsomairoccacrI7c

1901x.accoreamy=cesaacaszascwscs=admoracwomasccimess.wacascacarm

eft

0,4
440
7.1
0,0
7.0
7.2
L 0
4,5
447

Atientio Q110§0

11. A 6, 0
8.3 11. 0

1244 8,8
10,8 7,9
10,0 9,2
11.4 0,2
10,8 7.0
0,0 7. A
7.8 0,3

Seurce; Leber Force Survey, Dominion 'tureen of Stelistics, Ottewe, The unemployment rote for
Onttitio over the same period woo kJ§ than half the rate kr tim Atlantic region, end the unemployment rote
for the Proirie NOM (31aniteha, Alberni, 41i4kotchewen) was one.third of the nib@ for the Allantieregion,
It Moo msy he pointed out that unemploy nent In the Atientle region my he umlerstoted Wow of the
tendency on the part of the unemployed to withdraw from the labor force when there Jo little or no prospect
of getting slab,

In 1003 the Area Redevelopment Agency was set- up within a newly
established Department of Industry tO work with other Federal, Pro-
vineial, and immieipal ageiwies, and with busine interests in connee-
tion with problem areas. Thirty-five out of two hundred local labor
areas were designated as development. areas. Benefits given to rnamt-
facturing and processing enterprises locating in the deSignated devel-
opment areas inelude important tax concessions which are as follows: 8

1. Exemption of new enterprises from the Canadian corporate
income tax for a period of 3 years following the start of commer-
eial operations; and

2. An accelerated tax writeoff on investments in buildings,
machinery, and equipment.4

REGOCATION ASSISTANCE

Tito Canadian Government has had, in effect, three separate pro-
grams of relocation wisistance which are as follows:

1. The Government (National Employment Service) provides
transportation assistance, including meals and lodging, on a non-

'The A Retitle region Includes the Maritime Provinces : Newfoundiend, Nova Scotia,
Prince Edwerd Mend, end 'Sew Brunswick.

The /trek redevelopment program in Hie United Stoles no developed tinder the old Area
Redevelopment Mt end new Public Wnrks end Economic Development Act does not nilow
tax concessions,

4 A rete of GO percent on new niecidnery nnd equipment on a straight-line basis Is per.
milted eompered to the normal rate of 20 percent on a diminishing Mance heals.
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recoverable basis, to unemployed workers in designated labor sur-
plus areas, who move to emploAment in other areas.6 The work-

ers' dependents and household effects, Wilding a mobilo home,

ITM be moved at public expense under this program. To be
elig.iblet the worker imist pass a means test--ho 111114 demonstrate

Ms inability to pay such eosts himself.
2. An employer wishing to reeruit workers beyond commuting

difitance front his operation can authorize the National Employ-

mat Service to advanee, on a refundable basis travel expenses
to selected workers to enable them to proceed' to employment.
This is done in cminectimi with the regular clearance of labor

through local offices of the National Employment Service. The

employer has to reimlnirse the National Employment Service

upon receipt of its acmunt.
Frequently, emplo:vers who request the National Employment

Service to aavance travel expenses to workeis areoperating in new

development areas such as Wabush in northern Quebec. There is

no means test attached to transportation advaneed on behalf of

an employer. The employer max recover the advance from the
worker by withholding it from his paycheck but frequently the
advance is forgiven if the worker agrees to remain for a specified

period of time.
3. The third program under which workers are moved with all

or part of their transportation paid is the Dominion-Provincial
farm labor movement. Vnder this prt)griim the workers pay
part of the cost and the Federal and Provincial Governments share

the balance. This program applies to workers recruited in one
area in Canada to assist with the farm crops in another area.
In recent .vears, workers have been recruited in the Maritime
Provinces bor employment in Ontario as farmhands, vegetable and
fruit pickers, and- as cannery and food-processingworkers. There
is also an annual movement within the Maritime Provinces which

involves potato pickers who are recruited in New Brunswick to
assist with the harvest in Prince Edward Island.

The1711111pOvier nobility pogrom
The manpower mobility program

,
introduced by Prime Minister

Pearson in May VW, will supersedethe movement at publie expense
of workers from designated areas,but the advaneing of transportation
costs on behalf of employers who authorize them will be continued,
as will the seasonal movements umler the Dominion-Provincial farwi

labor agreements. Under the new program, loans will be made avail-
able at interest rates which are not to exceed C percent, and in some
cases pints, to workers for whom employment cannot Le found in
the home area, but can be found in another area. No means test will

be required for eligibility.

g Moo f! arc deflignnted fts labor surplus nrene when on industry outs back or mows pro.
(Mellon and there Is insufficient doninnti in the arcs to absorb the workers affected 'of the

layoffs. lrrorluently, they nre one.thilustry town!. The designations are mule for specific
periods of time-8 months or ti tnonths-----fint before thp end of the designation, emplogfttent
conditions in the area are reviewed and ft recommemlation is mode to the Minister of 1,fthor
to extemi the designation for another period of time, o-e to allow it to expire depending
on the employment situation.

0
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The loans will be for the short-term unemployed and the grants for
the long-term unemployed. In the ease of loans, they will be (wadable
to workers with dependents to corer the cost. of transportathm of the
worker and/or his dependents, the cot rf transpoding his household
effeets including the Nig of inovhig a mobile home, and for resettlement
allowances not to exceed $..01 for the worker, $200 for ltis spouse, and
WO for each dependent other than the spouse, p1oviding, .1towe1er,
that the total tiettlereent allowanee for a worker and his dependents
eannot exceed $1,000. In the ease of a worker without dependents,
he will be eligible for a loan to eover his transportation and a resettle-
ment allowance of up to $100.

A worker with dependents who qualifies for a grant will be elignile
to receive dm same benefits that are available to the worker who (wi-
llies for a loan; however, if the worker is without, depemlents, be will
be eligbile for a grant for his transportation only. If he requires
funds for resettlement, he will be eligible for a loan for that purpose.

The manpower mobility program will be a comprehensive one cover-
ing Canada as a whole, n will be available to unemployed workers
wishing to move to employment beyond commuting distance front
theh. homes. More specifically, the program will apply to the follow-
ing categories of workers :

1. Unemployed workers who find prospects for full-time eio
ployment to be unpromising in the home am;

2. Employed workers who are faced with the hnpending pros-
pect of a, r nutnent lftyoff and who have little hope of finding
other empl emit in the home area ; and

3. Pvvivasly unemployed workem who have moved to em
ployment approved by the National Employment Service in an-
other area, and who need assistanee in moving theh. families and
personal household effects.

Assistance will also be given to certain other groups of workers,
ineluding underemployed people, particularly in rural areas.

rnder certain combtions, 'grants will be provided rather than loans
to workers who qualify. The grants will ilermit added assistance to
be given to workers whose hwomes have been low or whose regular
ineomes have been interrupted for significant periods of time. The
grants will not be made on a means test basis. They will he paid to
the following three categories of workers to cover expenses of move-
ment plus a met dement allowance if families are involved :

1. Workers who have been unemployed for 4 or more months
out of 0

1 Workers who lutve eompleted Mining comes or vocational
rehabilitation end reestablishment programs; and

3. Skilled workers now unemployed and needed by firms receiv-
ing limn-wird assistance under the HMI development program, pro-
vided no qualified workers are available in the area.

The manpower mobility program will also cover marginal farmers
who can obtain produchve employment in another location. This
group would be eligible for loans or grants upon the recommendation
of the Ministry of Labor.
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COST Or BELOCATIMIT

The cost of moving workers and the number of workers moved have
been small. There has been some variation in costs and movement over
the past 5 years, since the Canadian unemployment rate has been de-
creasing. Xiowever, applieation of a means test and restriction of
reliViltioll allowances to only unemployed workers in designated areas
has held down the number ox potential relocatees.

The following tables present the cost of moving workers, the number
of workers moved, the types of workers movedv and the areas and
industries from which the workers weremoved.

TAng V.Num/gilt moved and cods under the 8 transportation arrangements,
1000-05

Numbors moved:
I. At public oxp@nso: I

) Workers moved ..... ........
) .....

o) Mamba otioots.
2, Recoverable advances:

moved.
3. DominionProtiiiinal farm labh

agreements: (0 Workers moved..

Cog:
Public
Becovern lo
Farm labor

Total cog cassne

Fiscal year

1960-61 1961-03 W03-03 190411 1951-66

271
670
200

600

1,206

76
203
100

660

1,223
piffiffieffg§

sao, IN
itilt
60,440

7$
303

911

LOO6

1,628
...m.-5/Newgffam

SRL 419

9:11411

44 20
369 207
91 71

1,724 1,011

1,460 1,260
amemigm--- Ftwer_,EN.miws

$73,600

BfliciS

147, 70: VA en

la, "Catig

1

109,009 I 142,273118, 850 473,840

Transportation at public ewe= has been provided fordependents end household offec sof unemployed
workers Who have on their own amount moved from labor surplus moss to employment, Providing too

worker 16 *Pubic to My such tmnsportMion cola, and providing the now employment Is such as to offer

rettiORAbill prospect of permanent relocation.
Source: Information provided by the National Employment &tyke, Ottawa, Canada. Net Canadian

Government cost CAR be computid brsubtratting recoverable advences from total cost. 1/or example,

net government cost in 1061-061s 943,127.

In table 18, the type of worker receiving relocation allowances and
the areas from which the worker moved- is presented. Only those
workem moved at public expense are liwolved.

TABLE 18,--4reas from which workers moved at Iblio memo anti types of
workers moved

Areas front which workers moved
St. Johns, Newfoundland *am a

Spring Hill, Nova Scotia
Drumheller, Alberta
Cornwall, Ontario

Elliott Lake, Ontario
Sydney, Nova Scotia
Port William, Ontario
Sudimry, Ontario -
Port Colborne, ..
Uranium City, Saskatchewan

Types of workers moved
Miners, iron ore.
Miners, cool.

Do.
Workers engaged on the St. Lawrence

Seaway.
Miners, uranium.
Miners, coal.
Miners, Iron ore.
Miners, nickel.
Nickel refinery workers.
Miners, uranium.

I Workers have been moved to any urea in Canada where employment has been available.
Efforts have been made, however, to find employment for them as close as possible to the
area In which the Inyoff occurred. Workers such ns maintenance mechanics and elec-
tricians, usually have found employment In their trades, but tho minors have mostly taken
employment in occupations quite unrelated to mining.

Boum: Information provided by the Nittloda1 Employment Service, Ottawa, Canaan.
The period, 1900-05, is involved,
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CONCLUSION

The use of relocation assistance as a device to move unemployed
workers to areas where jobs are available has not been importimt as an
employment poliey device in Canada. In the fiscal year 1901451 the
total cost to the Canadian Government for its relocation programs
was only %VV.°

However, this situation has changed with the introduction of the
manpower mobility program which encompasses all of atnada. Relo-
cation allowances will be available to unemployed workers wishing to
move to areas where employment is available, and other groups in-
eluding low-income farmwakers from rural areas. The means test has
been eliminated, and grants and loans will be offered to eligible work-
ers. A graduated resettlement allowance of up to a maximum of
$1,000 is also available.

The National Employment Service will be responsible for imple-
menting the system of loans and grants to workers moving under the
new program. The program announced in April of 1905 is still in its
embryonic stages, and rules and guidelines are not in final form.
However, it can be anticipated that much use will be made of the
relocation provisions which now become available not only to unem-
ployed in all areas of Canada, but to low-income groups tiff well.

ono mons tost obviously restrictod tho no of roloontion Mistnneo to only 11 small group
of Immo%



CHAPTER VII

RELOCATION ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS IN OTHER
COUNTRIES

INTRODUCTION

Norway, Holland, Belgium, West Germany, and Denmark also have
relocation assistance programs? These programs need not be pre-
sented in the same detail as those for the preceding countries for the
following reasons:

1. The land areas of such countries as Belgium and Holland are
so small that movement tojobs entails no significant traneortat ion
costs. The area of Belgium is 111170 square miles, and the area
of Holland is 32,616 square miles. The maximum length of Hol-
land from north to south is 100 miles; its maximum breadth is 160
miles.°

2. The unenyloyment problems in these countries are similar
to those experienced by the live countries used in the preceding
chapters. All have certain areas in which unemployment is above
the national average, and all have areas that are lagging behind
the overall economic growth rate. There is much similarity, for
example, between Norway and Sweden in that much of the unem-
ployment and lack of growth is concentrated in the northern part
of both countriefb and considerable distances separate this part
from the population centers and growth areas.

3. Although relocation assistance programs in these countris
have been in existence for a consklerable period of timp, the num-
ber of workers moved is small with the possible exception of Nor-
way.° A hi_gh level of employment exists in all live countries and
all have inducements to attract industry into areas with unem-
ployment.

NORWAY

Norway has a low rate of unemployment which currently is arotmd
1.6 percent. The country has enjoyed economic prosperity over the
past decade. However, regional development has been quite uneven,
and unemployment in the fishing end forest industries in northern
Norway is above the national average.4 Northern Norway has lagged

I Ireland and Spain also provide some form of reloratinn Assistance.
The combined area of Belgium, Denmark, and Holland hf mailer than th# area of

Virginia. The area of West Cermeny is 04,000 square miles, but no region la far removed
front population centers, Norway, however. presents nn enOrely different probletn as it is
n large country (123,000 SCILItifil miles) with n long length (1,100 miles) and a nmnll
population (8,700,0001, Norway is the most thinly populated of all European countries
with the ateeption of Iceland,

s Holland and West Clammy have had relocation assistance programs for at least 13
years,

4 Seasonal unemployment is a very important problem In Norway. Unemployment during
tho winter months is at a rate twice the national average, el
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behind the rest of the country front the stamlpoint of economiegrow
and many Nprwegians 5til1 are tied to morginal farms in the area.
Transportation to the population centers, such as Oslo, is a faetor that
works to discourage the location of industry in northern Norway.

A considerable decline in employpent in forming, forestry, and fislt .
ing is anticipated for the Norwegian economy over the next 6 years.
There has been a decline in employment npportunities in rural areas
and an increase in employment opportunity in urban centers. This is
also expected to continuo.°

Variations in employment opportunities between Norwegian labor
nuteket areas have created two major problems:

1. How to get workers to such areas as Bergen and Oslo, where
job vacancies exist; and

.2. How to create employment opportunities in areas affected by
unemployment and underemployment.

Most manufacturing industries are located in the counties of Oslo
and Bergen and the adjacent counties, while the remaining parts ef
the country are less industrializq old still have a considerable part
of their labor engaged in industries with a low level of productivity,
mainly agriculture and fishing.
ikkeation anistanco

Norway offers several forms of relocation nllowimees which are as
follows:

1. :Nava allotoance.--A travel allowance is p;ranted to a per.
son who is unemployed or is likely to be unemployed in the near
future, and who secures through the employment service employ-
ment in a place where labor is needed. This allowance includes
the cost of travel to the new place for an interview and the cost
of travel to the new job. Trovel reimbursement is also made for
journeys to the former place of residence for special reasons
serious illness or death of a close relation, or to visit his family
in the event that housing is unattainable at the new place of
employment.

A person who has obtained travel allowances may also obtain
travel allowances for each member of his family and a removal
allowance for furniture and other household goods of up to 500
kroner.0 The decision to give travel and removal allowances is
made by the local employment service. The payment of removal
allowances must also be approved by the county employment
office.,

'Tor administrative purposea Norway is divided into la rural counties and 2 My
countiesOslo end Bergen. During the 10-yimr period_ from 1051 to %DIM them was ft net
emigration from 10 of tiles° counties amounting to 78,000 _persons, The largest number of
emigrants ellnift from northern Norwny (21,0001 and the Inland counties of- ifedmark an
Opnland (10,000). Tim countlem showing net Immigration were Askershus (20,000) an
Oslo (Z2000). According to forecasts which lltivelmen made. this geographical change
will continue. One factor which may accelerate this development is the continued economic
integration of Europe.

The kronor Is worth $0.14.
la Norway, local employment (Aiken cooperate with the county offices in ndministering

travel nnd removal RHownnols. The funds for these allowances come from the unemploy-
ment insurance fund. Funds for fimily find starting allowances are provided tumually
under the central government budget,
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2. Family alkmance.---Thifs allowance is payable to a worker
who has received a travel allowance provided;

(a) The worker has to maintain two separate households
(family housing is not available in the new place of employ-
ment) ;

(6) He is from a labor s,urplus are; and.
(c) Ho takes emplgnent 111 a district 311 which thero is a

shortage of labor in Ins industry.
The family allowance lasts for a maximum of 10 weeks. The

basic allowance amounts to 250 kroner a month, with an addi-
tional 2 kronor a day for each dependent.

8. &Wing allowance.--A person who lias been granted a travel
allowance may also receive a starting allowance of 00 kroner to
help him to his first payday provided ;

(a) Ho comes from a labor supplus arett
(6) Ho takes emp.loyment in a district whero there is a

shortage of labor in lus industm and
(o) The work lasts for a minimum of 0 months.

The granting of the starting help is doeided by the local em-
ployment office after affroval from the county employment office.

Cost of relocation assistance
In Mk 10,000 persons received travel and removal allowances

amounting to 2,400,000 kroner; 800 family allowances were granted,
the expenditure amounting to 107,000 kroner; and starting help,
amounting to 200,000 kroner, wilf4 given to 500 persons.8 Tata labor
market policies amounted to 78,000,000 kroner.0

A shortage of housing in the population centersacute in Norway
as well as other European countrieshas probably reduced the num-
ber of persons who would otherwise apply for relocation assistance.

IMNMAIIK

Denmark is a much smaller country than Norway with a land area
of approximately 10,000 square) miles. The population, however, is
lar or-4,605,800 as of 1968.

In Denmark, the geographical areas with problems of structural ug-
employment consist mainly of sparsely populated regions whero agri-
culturo is the main sourco of omployment and whero thero b relatively
little manufacturing industry. Such areas exist in North Jutland_,
West Jutland, South Jutland, Lolland-Falster, and various small
islands. There is also considerable seasonal unomployment, partic-
ularly in the building, trades. In 1903 unemployment in building and
construction varied from 28.1 percent in February to 1.6 percent in

Tho Danish Government provides loans, guarantees, and grants to
local government authorities, privato organizations, or individual
firms for dovelopment of the problem areas. Subsklies aro also pro-

In 1000, 18,780 workors rocotvM travel and rornoval allowancos ; 280 Mina roctived
family allowances ; and 240 persons roeolved starting allowances,

Itabor thong aponditurts includod exponditures of_ 04 kronor on public works.
25,000,000 kronor on vocational oducittion, and 11,800,0N kronor on housing and building
eclUdielfanpowor and Socha Affairs Committee, Annual ItOporto. Danmark/ 'lolly to
quostionnatro Mo (04) 10, Paris, August 1004, p. 18.
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vided for the development of industrial sites and the eonstruction
of sewers and roads in areas earmarked for industry.
Relocation a8i8tanco

Denmark provkles travel allowances, removtd allowances, family
allowances, and housing allowances to unemployed workers who must
leave the lime area to find emplovnwnt. This assistanee is also avail-
able to those workers who are nicely to become unemployed in the
immediate future.

Travel allowances involve the provision of travel fares and a per
diem allowance to cover other CANN of traveling. These allowances
include travel not only when starting work in the new place of employ-
ment., but also for interviews by the potential employer. As is true
also in Sweden,the Danish worker is able to look over the Job before
accepting or rejecting it. Removal allovances to cover the cost of
moving furniture and other household items also are paid to the
worker.

Family allowances also are provided to relocated workers for ex-
penses incurred in maintaining two houselwlds. Moreover, special
financial aid in the form of loans is given to the relocatee to purch, ,e a
home or to pay rent at the new place of employment.

In Denmark, the provision of travel fares and the per diem allow-
ances while traveling, and the payment of removal expenses and broil
allowances, are paid out of government approved unemployment fun s
to those entitled to its benefits, or out of funds provided by the public
labor exchanges.

Total cost of relocation a istance itt Denmark has been as follows:
1000-01, 1428,000 kroner; 1901-0'2, 1,801,000 kroner; and 1002-03,
11838,000 kroner."

HOLLAND

The land area of Holland is 12,010 square miles and the population
is approximately 11,800,001 The problem in Holland is not so much
one of unemployment, but one of uneven economic growth among re-
gions. In some areas there is an acute shortage of labor.

For the purpose of area redevelopment, Holland is divided into
three zones:

1. Development centers which are locations in which economic
development must be stimulated

2. Centers which are classified as having too great a concentra-
tion of both population and industry ; and

8. Other areas of the country in which an economic balance
has been achieved.

The consequence of historical developments has been a heavy con-
centration of population in West Holland." A ring pf cities including
the three major onesAmstordam, Rotterdam, and The Hagueis
concentrated in a small area in the west of the country. Rapid
industrial development has occurred in this area.

11 The krone Is worth $0.14.
n &Tam of the country's geographical position and lack of raw materiels, the Dutch

concentrated from the 10th century on shipping and trade.
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In contrast to this well-developed arek, SeVertd regions, espechilly in
the North and Enhtt haVe shown a relatively small population in-crease and a lagging average inmme, mainly because of the lack of
development, possibilities in agricultural activities." This problem luwbeen revognmd and is the reason for the developnwnt of an area re-
development program based on improving regional balance.
Rekeation amistanee

Relocation assistanee is provided to unemployed workers who cannot
be expected to fimi Pinployment in their ow n area. However, .thisassistance has bem beleetive hi that only in exceptimial cases 18PrOViika to workers moving to the Randstad-Holhtml area (A.mster-
dam, Utr(cht, Rotterdam, The, Hogue, and Harlem). 31ore generous
allowances are ?rovhled to worker8 WI 10 inove to development centersthan to those moving to other areas. Unmarried workers aro not eligi-ble for Moe:id-el allowances unless they are disabled,

In Ifolland, eligible categories of workers for receiving relocationassistance are as follows:
1. Unemployed persons who camiot find employment in their

home area, aria who aro offered employment elsewhere, provided
that, the mei; place of employment, io not in tho congested westernpart of the country called the Randstad-Holland area;

2, Unemployed workers who MOST to areas which aro consid-
ered as development ceders under the Government's area redevel-opment program;

3. Key employees of manufacturing companies whieh movefrom the Randstad-Holland area. to development centers;
4. Msabled unemployed who cannot find employment in the

home area and who are offerediobs elsewhere;
5. Youths up to the age of 21 who wish to take an industrial

apprenticeship and who cannot find a suitable company in thehome ma; and
a. Unemployed agricultural workers who move temporarily to

areas with a shortage of seasonal workers.
Relocation assistance discriminates in favor of those workers whomove to dwelopment centers. Allowances are more liberal. Workers

moving to areas other than the development; centers receive the costof transportation to tho new area, moving expenses, travel expensesto the new area for the worker's dependents, and a lump-sum payment
of 2 10 guilder (about $00) plus 40 guilder for each 611(1.14 However,
workers moving to development centers receive in addition to these al-
lowances, 50 percent of the cost of board and lociging, or 50 percent
of daily commuting expenses, for up to a, year.11,

In ffolland, the National Employment Servies is responsible for
tho application of the various relocation assistance measure& It is

31 Criteria for designation of development centers nre as follows :1. Decline of employment caused by it ration:Mutton 0 actrIculvire.a. A surplus of population remulting In a situation of unemployment.lio outmigration of manpower retuning in an aging of the population.iiThe stuilder is worth $0.20.
u Thee:. allowances ere for married, able.bodied workers. Provisions for married dis.:doled workers are similar except that the contribution towar:1 the cost of board and lodging,or deity commuting expems, Is more liberal. Unmarried disabled workers nmy receivethe cost of transportation to the new piece of employment, moving expenses, ana it lump.sum payment of 100 guilders (about $44).
Little of the relocation ban entailed the payment of moving expelses; the employer was,until 10GO, required to lielp finance the cost of moving.
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composed of the state employment office and the state office for adTh
tkmal employment. The state employment office is the national ern-
ploment exchange composed of 80 district offices and 05 local offices.

The cost of relocation assistance has been minimal. From 1059 to
1903, a total of 2,3312000 guilders (about $010,000) has been spent on
all assisted categories of workers exclusive of seasonal agricultural
workers. The number of workers utilizing relocation assistance is
small This can be explained by several factors:

1. The exclusion of unmarried workers from receiving assist-
am;

2. The lack of knowledge of many unemployed workers about
the assistance;

3. The lack of available housing in many of the development
centers,' and

4. The short distances involved in most moves.

DELOIWI

Belgium has an area of 11,779 square miles and a population of
9 200,000. About 10 percent of the population is located in the

numb area. A language problem existl in the country, and diffi-
culties arise from the polittcal and religtous contrasts between its
Flemish and Walloon inhabitants."

Unlike Holland, Belgium started its industrial production on the
basis of coal. The development of hoavy industry in the regions of
Charleroi and Liege has been based on the presence of coal in thcse
areas. However, as will be pointed out in the next chapter, coal
mining is a mixed blessing to the Belgian economy.

Althouegh the per capita gross national product is the highest of any
country an the Common 3farket, and prosperity has been at a high
level over the last decade, several problems exist in Belgium, which
are as follows:

1. The rate of economic growth of the Belgian economy is the
lowest of the Common Market countries." The growth of per
capita gross national product from 1955 to 1900 was as follows:
Belgium, 11.6 percent; West Germany, 24.8 percent; France, 21.8
percent; Italy, 20.8 percent; and Holland, 15.0 percent. Pro-
3ections to 1070 indicate that the Belgian growth rate will be
below the average for the Common Market countries.

2. Tho rate of unempl9yment, although currently low, has been
higher than the rate for West Germany, Hollandi and France. In
1000, for example, the unemployment rate in Bel,gium vas 4.3
Rercent as against 0.9 pereent for West Germany, 1.2 percent in
France, 1.2 percent in Holland, and 4.8 percent in Italy."

3. Regional variations in economic licrowth and unemplovment
are constderable in Belgium. Underdeveloped areas, Which also
include declining industries, are the Provinces of East Flanders,

10 Two ethnic grouns live in Belgium namely the Plemings In the northern part and the
Walloons in the southern part. The Lamle) dialect is similar to the Dutch language andthe WnIIoui dialect is similar to the French language.

ee "Area Redevelopment Policies in Britain nnd the Countries of the Common ?der.
ke U.S. Department Of Commerce, Are* Redevelopment Administration, January 1OUG,
P.

current unemployment rate In Beleurn le 2.8 percent.
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Wed Flanders, Luxembourg, and Limburg.10 Unemployment has
been the highest in West Flanders, East Flanders, and the
Louvain arrondissemelt,

Relocation anktance
The use of relocation allowances to move unemployed workers from

labor surplus areas is unimportant in Belgium. 'rhe reasons are
rather apprent.

1. The distance involved in most moves would be small.
2. Belgian area redevelopment policy aims at stimulating cm-

nomie development in the less prosperous areas. Industry is
attracted to these areas through the use of low interest rates, tax
exem_ptions, and the direct financing of industrial buildings by
the Belgian Government. No area in Belgium is far removed
from such population and market centers as Antwerp and
Brussels.

8. Unemployed coal_ miners are moved under a separate pro-
gram applicable to all Common Market co=tries.

The act ofiTebruary 14, 1001, gave the Office National de L'Emploi
the responsibility of assisting the relocation of =employed workers,
and the royal decree of March 0, 1001, gave the amount of relocation
assistance available to unemployed workers, This assistance is not
limited to workers who move from labor-surplus areas,"

Travel and removal allowances are available in Belgium. However,
a worker hes to move to a place at least 30 kilometers from his home
before he is eligible, or bo absent from his home area, if he is com-
muting, for a least 12 hours a day. The travel allowance includes the
cost of travel for the worker and his family; the removal allowance
covers the cost of moving furniture and other household goods; and
a lump-sum allowance is granted to cover other expenses.

The number of workers receiving relocation assistance has been very
small. The total expenditure on relocation assistance in 1002
amounted to 721187 Belgian francs.2, Total expenditures for 1008
were much less.

WEST GERMANY

West Germany is similar to Denmark, Holland, and Belgium in
several respects. First of all, the miemployment rate has been very
low ari prosperity has existed over a considerable time period.,
Second, the geograThical distances involved in moving to employment
are not great." No area in Wei3t Gernmy is far away from a large
city or industrial conurbation.

Although the national rate of unemployment has been lowaver-
aging around 1 percent of the total labor torce over the last 5 years
certain areas a West Germany have had unemployment rates well
above the national average. Since 10531 approximately 60 percent of
the total number of unemployed workers lived in the Provinces of

IP mottling or stegnant industrles Include mining, food, clothing, leather, spinning,
earthenware, coke, and cement,

vo An unemployed worker in Belgium Is eligible for relocation assistance if ho cannot
obtain in his Home area a job of analogous nature and Mal to that which no occupied at
the limo of becoming unemployed.

ti The Belglan franc is worth $9.02.
u west Germany boa a land area of 00,000 square mike and a population ot 7 million.
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Sc1I1eswig-1100On, Lower Saxony, aml Bavaria." ITnemploynwnt
within tlwso Provinces has been coneentrate4 in the areas of Bay-
Tischer Wald, East Friesland, and northern part of Schleswig.
Holstein, the area around Kassel, aml a few areas in the southeast of
Bavaria, However, unemployment in these areas would be considered
Jow by American standards,

In `West Germany, redevelopment areas are seleeted on the basis
of the following criteria:

1, Gross per capita production is 50 percent or less of the
average for the country..

2. The number of industrial jobs per 1,000 jobs is one-third or
less of the national average.

3. Outmigration in exce88 of 10 departures out of 1,000
inhabitants occurs yearly.

The redevelopment areas include all of Schleswig-Holstein, parts of
Lower Saxony, certain agricultural areas along the western frontier,
and agricultural areas in Bavaria and North Hessen.
Re7oedion, anktanco

Reloeation assistance as a device to stimulate the mobility of unem-
ployed workers is unimportant in West Germany. The overall unem-
ployment rate has been low for the last decade, and areas with above-
average unemployment are not far renuwed from more prosperous
areas. This factor, coupled with the existence of a first-rate trans-
portation system, has meant that companies can locate in just about
any area in West Germany and still be close to markets. It also means
that most unemployed workers do not have to go far to obtain
employment.

Relocation assistance, however, is available to unemployed workers
who have no prospect for employment in the home area, and workers
who have received notice that they will be dismissed from employment.
Subject to a means test, a worker and his Amity may receive travel
expenses, a per diem allowance, an allowance for the removal of furni-
ture and other Lousehold effects, a family allowance when housing is
not available in the new area, and a starting allowance to take care
of the family until the worker receives pay on the new job." Allow-
ances of up to 10 deutsche marks ($251, within any 20-week period
may be made to meet the cost of jobseeking, and allowances are also
available to pay for travel undertaken to take selection tests for a
job or a training program."

In West Germeny, relocation assistance was of considerable impor-
tance in the mil! 1950's in connect ion with the resettlement of refugees
from Eastern Europe. In the 1050's, relocation assistance was used
to move unemployed workers from West Berlin to areas in West Ger-
many where employment was available.

With the erection of the Berlin wall in 10011 a labor shortage has
existed in West Berlin and a reverse movement of workers has oc-

Je In 1002, out of n total annual nvernun of 144.000 nnemnloyrel warkers, 45,000 wero
located in lInvarla; 23,000 in Lower Saxony : end 8,0011 SeldeswItMolsteln.

it The fotnily Allowance 1 really it weekly separtttlon aid (Trenmuutsbeihilfei wIlielt
varies Inversely to earnings, amounting to no to 00 pereent of the weekly wage for those
with relatively low wages and deelining by steps to an amount representing about 8 percent
for those with comparatively bigh ettrninns. These weekly separation payments also vary
with tbe distance involved In the separation.

s The deutsche mark 18 worth *0.24.
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curred. To induce workers to take employment in West Berlin, the
Berlin aid program provides relocation assistance. This assistance
is available to anyoneemployed or unemployedwhose skills are
needed in West Berlin,

In West Germany, the Federal Office for Placement and Unemploy.
ment Insurance and, the Labor Offices of the Linder aro responsible
for the implementation of relocation assistance. The Federal institu-
tion is located in Nuremburg. It is subdivkled regionally into 13
regional offices,which, in the main, correspond to the territories of the
Lander of the Federal Republic, and locally into 210 employment ex-
changes with 530 branch offices. These cover the entire Federal terri-
tory, hwluding West Berlin.

The coot of relocation assistance in West Germany for the period
between 1000 and 100:2 is as follows : travel and removal allowances,
DM1,687,751 ($4121,000) ; separation allowances, D31788,530 ($197,-
000) ; and special measures for workers in mines and the iron, and steel
industry; D.113,083,337 ($070,000).2°

CONCLUSION

Belgium, Denmark, Holland, Norway, and West Germany provide
relocation assistance to workers who are unable to find employment
in the home area. Workers must be unemployed, or face the like.
lihood of unemployment in the near future. The assistance is nor-
mally restricted to workers residing in labor surplus areas, but the
baste criterionthe inability to find employmentmay transcend the
actual location of the worker.

With the exception of Norway, distance is no barrier to labor mobil-
ity. Most unemployed workers can easily find employment in an area
wIthin commuting Aistanco of their homes. High levels of prosperity
have increased th6 ease of obtaining employment.

Lack of adequate housing is one factor which has probably held
down the number of workers who might normally apply for relocation
assistance. A shortage of labor, and general industrial congestion,
has encouraged employers to locate in labor surplus areas. Holland
has enactedlegislation to check the growth of congested areas. Tax
inducements and other incentives are used by all of the above coun-
tries to stimulate industrial location in the underdeveloped areas.

ifThe epocial measures nro Included In tit@ elloptor on tho Europtnn Coal mid Steel
Community.



CIIAPTER VIII

THE WORKER READAPTATION PROGRAM OF THE
EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY

INUODUCIWN

The European Coal and Steel Community was established in 102 by
the Governments of France, the German Federal Republic, Italy,
Belgium, Holland, and Luxembourg as an administrative agenoy
designed to pool the coal and steel resoti cos of those nations.' It
subsequently became the nucleus of the European Economic Com-
munity, established by the same six powers in 107 to work for a corn-

mon Europeanmarket.
The basic objective of theEuropean Coal and Steel Community was

to create a competitive expanding economy in Europe through the
elimination of all tarT barriers to the free Sow of trade in coal and
steelpro(lucts which accounted for 43 percent of Europe's volume of

trade.'
The treaty which established the European Coal and Stool Com-

munity created the European social fluid. 'rho objective of the social
fund was to provide better employment opportunities for coal and steel
workers by promoting the occupational and geographical mobility of
these workers. Specific aids were provided for workers whose employ-
ment was reduced or sus_panded as a result of the elimination of all
barriers to the free flow oftrade in coal and steel.'

It was clear to Selman that the successful elimination of tariff
and other protective barriers with a changeover to a competitive single
market for coal and steel would bring with it shifts in productton
centers, greater productivity through technical development, and the
elimination of marginal enterprises. These changes would, in turn,
lead to unemployment.

The conceyt of readaptation was developed to meet this threat. Its
aim was to insure that workers did not have to bear the brunt of the

; The project for I MIND= Cad and fitod Coininitnity wits aglinetatlid with Hobert
Schuman and tuna to be called the Schuman Plan. Schuman, who was the French POMP)
Minister, suggested ii pooling of heavy Industrie' resources and an elimination of tariffs
la the core nations of Western EuropeFrance, Italy, West Germany, anti the low countries,
In April 1051, representatives of the Mx nations were reedy to alga the treaty establishing
the Community. They guarded themselves by providing that it was to Caine into effect
only gradually during the 5 years following its ratification,

drt, 4 of the treaty eetabliahing the European Coal and Steel Commulity abolishes:
(a) import and oxport duties, or taxes with an equivalent effect, and quantitative

rapid-tons on the movement of coal and steel I
(b) Measures or practices distriminating against producers, among buyers or

among consumere, especially as concerns prices, -delivery terms or trAneport rate!, as
well as measures or practices which hamper the buyer the free choice of his supplier ;

(o) Subsidies or 8tftto aasIstance, or special charges imposed by the state, in Any
form whatsoever ;

(11k) Restrictive practices tending toward the division or the exploitation of the
maret.

s See art. 125 of the treaty estnbilsiting the European Coal and Steel Community. This
Article provides for relocation allowances to unemployed workers and establishes the
conditions of eligibility.
70
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readjustments that had to be made once the Community came into
being. Workers who lost employment when a coal mine was shut down
would be assisted in securing employment in another mine, either in
the same area or country, or in one of the other countries in the Com-
munity. A series of assistance measures were provided in the event of
unemployment which becameknown as "readap teflon."

RUMMITATION

Readaptation measures were established in the provisions which

established the European social fund. The fund provided assistance
for occur ational retraining, resettlement allowances, and compensa-

tory payments to workers whose employment was temporarily or
wholly terminated as a result of closure or conversion of their enter-
prise to other production.

The assistance which was granted in the case of resettlement allow-

ances was contingent upon the impossibility of employing the unem-

ployed workers otherwise than in a new occupation.
The assistance which was granted in the case of resettlement allow-

ances was contingent upon the unemployed workers having been

obliged to change their residence within the community and upon their
havmg been in productive employment for at least 0 months in their
new place of residence.

The European Coal and Steel Community Treaty was amended in
1900 to make readaptation available to all workers affected by radical
changes in the demand for coal or steelespecially workers affected by

mine shutdowns.4 Readaptation _provisions then became applicabie
under article 50 of the European Coal and Steel Treaty. This article
provides the current framework within which readaptation is car-
ried. If the introduction of teelmical processes or now equipment leads

to a large reduction in labor requirements in the coal or steel industries,
making it difficult in one or more areas to reemploy the workers dis-

charged, the High Authority of the Community can grant nonrepay-
able assistance as a contribution to:

1. The payment of compensation to tido the workers over until
they can get new employment;

2. The granting of resettlement allowances to the workers;
and

8. The financing of technical retraining for workers who are
led to change their employment.

Under the current readaptation program, workers whose jobs have

been eliminated can receive the followmg allowances:
1. A tideover allowance between lobs, which is of two kinds

one for discharged workers remaming unemployed, and who
receive payments on a descending scale; and the other for dis-
charged workers nndergoing occupational retraining who aro paid
90 percent of their pre-layoft wages throughout 12 months;

2: A differential allowance which is paid to men accepting al-
ternative employment at a lower wage than before; under this
arrangement, the new wage is made up to 90 percent of the old ;

8. A resettlement allowance is paid, as a single lump sum, to

2110 Amended treaty Is known as the Treaty of Pada,
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workers who are obliged to niove in order to take a new sob; its
purpose is to defray expenses incurred in settling elsewlwre. This
settlement allowance is over and above the cost of travel for the
worker and his dependents end the cost of the removal of furni-
ture and other household effects, both of which are refunded to
the worker; and

4. Free training for a new job.
Two further forms of assistance fice given in some countries but

not in others :
1. Reimbursement of daily travel expenses if the worker has

to take employment some distance from his home; and
2. A separation allowance for workers taking a new SO which

means that they cannot return home daily, thus involvmg them
in additional expense.

Readaptation arrangements are not the same over the Community.
There are some differences in both the tkleover and differential allow-
ances from the standpoint of the amount and the length of time for
which they are payable, and also in the amount of the resettlement
grant.° For example, the period for which the tkleover or differential
allowances are available varies from 1 to 2 years depending on the
country or part of the country concerned.°

ReadaptaUon expenditure8
Over 1 coal miner in 10 in the 0 countries of the European Coal

and Steel Community has received readaptation assistance since 1954.
The total number of coal miners receiving readaptation assistance and
the cost of readaptation assistance are presented in the following
table :

TA1JL11 19.Expenditura for readaptation at iortzed by Ma E«ropean Coal and
HMS Community,1054-44

71111

C011ntry C011111111101
covered

EXP(Mdt
tura

WOSt OormAlltramr.catactacgssratcactatscancte...a=0=aseitaccrwe.c.aeaccaorecnecaavet. 00,112 131, 630,000
41,843 13,003,000

.1410111111*.:tar.xac.sicmc.==cac=caccreepc.caisZtafix:ccoscac.r.ecacra=osassitaqacs.c=.=ece
,rritilegcgicervi.esc.===c./TSC=atCasterecIettsca=eceiripc.==.4.04t.ca.a..w......qt....g..... 11,182 4,419,000

Itallraogra.cacaaccmacrecc.aceccotasaceoecessineaccaawotaac WWWWWWW =WC WWWWW WWWWWWWW 0,330 2,364,000

Total for WWWWWWWWWWWWWWW ar.agenstrocsatassavEs.ssaas.wes 148,407 44,320,000

Boum newel 'Reports on the Activities of the European Cool end Steel Community and other tuto-
rials furnished tiy the (!ommunity. Asetstance by no means is WIWI to unemployed coal minors. For
@sawn!, from 'yob. 1004 to Jan, 31, 1000, out of 0,437 workers receiving readeptation oseistance, 7,010
worked in the cal mines, 750 in the Iron mines, and 1,003 In ironsmeithig.

There has been some reluctance on the part of coal miners to leave
their home region. Originally, the Community had planned for ex-

1n Belgium, the Mover allowance ranges from 10,000 to 12,500 Behan francs a yeer.
There is no fixed ceiling on wages for which a differential allowance Is paid.

In Prance, tIdeover end differential fillowIllice8 range from 1,000 to 1,200 French franca
ti month,

in West Oermany. Hamm end differential allowances rime trent 750 to 1,000 denisehe
!narks a month. The remIttlement allowance is the same for all workers-700 deutsche
marks for the welter and 200 deutsche marks for each dependent, with a maximum of 1,000

deutsche marks,
ono cost of readapthtion assistance is borne jointly by the country involved and the

sociel fund of the Community.Worker readaptation provisions are to be applied to Holland for the first time, The
Dutch Government to utilize readeptation assistenee In favor of 27,000 coal miners
who will lose their obs as a result of the partial closure of the Hendrik mine in Limburg.
The assistance prov ded will total $1,380,000,
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tensiv9 relocapion of coal miners to the more efficient mines or to re-
lated industries. In France, for example, funds were approved to
relocate 5,000 workers from the Centre-Midi region to the Lorraine
re ion, but only about one-tenth of this number actually moved.8

nd9r the European Coal and Steel Community program, member
countries are rcquwed to contribute an amount at least equal to that
contibuted by the Community itself for assistance to unemployed work-

en!. in exceptional ases, as in the Belgian Borinage, the Council of
Ministers of the Community may, by a two-thirds vote, authorize the
Community to assume all expenditures.0

&employment of recipients of readaptations omistaiwe
"Wry few unemployed coal or iron ore miners have had to take em-

ployment outside of their home country. A general labor shortage in

each of the six countrios has resulted in the reabsorption of the miners

into the home emomy.
Employprs try, before laying off workers, to arrange for them to be

signed, on in another unit of the same company or at another enterprise

in the area. In Webt Germany and Belgium, most of the coal miners
discharged have been taken on at other coal minest usually in the same

area. In the Saar, for example, 00 percent of the workem who re-

ceived readaptation assistance were reemployed in other mine8 in the

area; however, in the Buhr, only 00 percent were reemployed other

Wm.
Unemployed iron ore miners have posed a more difficult problem.

As f 10011 employment in the iron ore mines of Germany has at beit
stabilized, and hes worsened in the French mines. Enwloyment is
expected to worsen in both countries. Mines are now bemg closed in
southern Germany and inLorraine."

Many small mines in the western and Pyrenean ore fields of France
have laid otr workers. Alternative employment has not often been
available, and most miners have to move to other areas to secure

employmentan

As n result of this reluettince of irony workers to move, increased emphasis hns bon

placed on job retraining. Through the use of inducements, now industries have boon
encouraged to locate near the RHOS of inefficient mines.

fi Community revenues Aro derived from a tax levied directly on cool. steel, and Fenn iron

enterprises ht the six countries. The amounts contributed by the countries on a matching

basis represent their NIP contribution to tho tootloptotion cponsq. West Germany,
France._ and Italy, as might bo oweterls !Inv@ boon tho major contributors. The contribu.
Vous of Holland and Luzetnbourg have NMI neglIalhin,

}* Unemployment in OM aorlfill I mines occurred in Bavaria. A. total of reit) workers lost

t le r jobs in 19()4. 'Most worq retrained And transferred to jobs within Bovoriti, Jim

Lorraine, 400 workers lot emu *meat in the Iron oro nilnow, but most lmvo boon nob-

s0rbe4 In Miff industries in Ur nine,
ThIs area hes few itmslintriof And locks the potential to attract industry. Geographical

isolation from major French ma et centers Is a lutndleop.



CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study has been to examine the use of reloeation
tv.sistance as a device to stimulate the geographical mobility of unem-
ployed workers, The premise of the study is that there has been a
one-sided solution as far as the problem of depressed areas is con-
cerned to bring jobs into the areas through the 11Se of a wide variety
of inducements to imlustrvand that more consideration perhaps
should be given to moving tlie unemployed, or underemployed, worker
to areas where employment is available. A. balanced approach seems
more desirable, particularly when it is apparent for one reason or
another that some areas lack the resource base or are isolated from
the mainstreams of economie activity.

The rationale for the use of relocation assistance is based on several
factors:

1. The financial cost of moving can often be a significant deter-
rent to the geographical mobility of unemployed workers. It can
be safely assumed that most of the unemployed have few or no
liquid a ets with which to finance the cost of transportetion.

2. High labor demand in one locality can often be matched
against (mess labor supply in another area. Therefore, the bone-
fits to society of moving the unemployed can more than offset the
cost of their moving.

8. Jobs cannot always be brought to some depressed areas.
Lucrative tax inducements and other conc ions to attract indus-
try can only go so far.1 It is significant to note that unemplpy-
ment in certain areas of many countries continues to remain high
despite attempts at area redevelopment.

Relocation assistance _programs used in this study aro those used by
10 countries, and the European Coal and Steel Community. The
programs of five countries have been presented in detail. The most
important program in terms of tIm mimbers of workers moved, the
total cost, and the relationship to overall employment policy is used
by Sweden. New programs have been adopted recently bv France and
Canada, whilo the United States has just recently completed a series
of labor mobility demonstration projects aimed at demonstrating the
effectiveness of relocation assistance under di fkrent settings.

In general, reloeation twsistance in each country %lovers the cost of
transportation from the home area to the new place of employment,
the cost of the removal of furniture and household effects, and a
starting or settling in allowance. A family allowance is also given
by some of the countries. A minority of the countries allow an unem-

1Prosperona arena can also offer inducements. Many states, for example, allow their
communities to sell bonds to put up abell plants. Communities citti also put up shell
plants on their own.
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ployed worker assietance for trimeportation to look over the location
and interview for a job, us well as furnishing the final cost of move-
ment to the job. One muntry l(iermany) places relocation aoeistence
on the basis of a means toot ln some countries, relocation a istance
is not granted to woekeis nwving to congested areas.

In all countries, the number of workers receiving relocation assist-
(Ince is small relative to the total number of workers who move. How-
ever, relocation asoistance is limited only to those workero who are
unemployed and who cannot secure epployment in tho home arm.

Although unemployment is tho basic criterion for receiving roloca-
don itaiibtaiteel beyond countries extend the assistant% to workers who
will become unemployed in the future and have no proepects for im-
mediate reemployment in the home aren. In oome countries, low in-
come is also a factor.

Relocation assistance is not necessarily limited to workers living in
depiused areas. The koy factor is the inability to rind employment.
However, met of the assignee does go to workers in depressed areas,
as obviously theemployment opportunities aro fewer.

The following conclusions may bo drawn from the study :
1. Lack of adequate houeing is probably the main reason why

more European workers have not utilized relocation armistance.
Employment opportunities aro usually in the areas with the most
acute housing problems.

2. Reluctance to leave the home area seems to be a deterrent
to mobility in most countries. However, this reluctance is limited
to older workers with stronger family ties and attachments to the
home area. Also, variations in cultural and religious patterns be-
tween regions may inhibit mobility, i.e., Flemish and Walloon
regionsin Belgium. Reluctance to move has also boon noted in
connection with the French coal miners in the Centre-Midi coal
fields.

8. Lack of knowledge of the availability of relocation assist-
ance also has kept down the number of workers who might other-
wise utilize relocation assistance. In Sweden, whore informa-
tion pertaining to relocation assistance is publicized by all em-
ployment offices, workers become familiar with the benefits. In
other countries, no particular publicity is given to the availability
of the assistance.

4. In some countriesCanada and West Germanythe use of
a means test lias served to reduce the number of potential
applicants.2 Also the amount of the allowances involved have
not been sufficientlIT attractive to induce some workers to leave

Nthe home area. hen allowances have been increased, as has
been the case in Great Britain and Sweden, there has been an
increase in the number of applicants for relocation assistance.

5. In several countries, distance is no problem. Problem areas
are only a short distance from areas where employment is avail-
able. Many workers are able to live in their home area while
commuting to work.

6. The rate of return to the home area after receiving reloca-
tion assistance seems to average around 20 percent for the coun-

*Canada Ims eliminated the means test.
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tries examined in detail. Also, there is considerable movement
from job to job in the new arm. A recent study of Swedish
workers who had received relocation assistance indicated that less
than 40 percent wore still in their original jobs by the end of
a year.8

However, it is necessary to point out that a high rate of return does
not indicate that the relocation assistance has been wasted. Many
of those who luive returned home have secured employment on the
basis of skills they learned at the job in the other area.

-Shifting jobs also does not indicate the waste of relocation assist-
tinge. in niany cases, the worker has secured a better job. Also, the
worker is still employed, which was not true before lie left his home
area.

Lack of available housing is a factor which has been responsible
for return to the home area. However, as is pointed out in ehapter
the rate of return of coal miners in Great liritain was reduced when
certain towns began to provide housing.4

Relocation Issistance has increased in importance in Great Britain
and Sweden from the standpoint of financial outlays and the number
of workers moved. Canada has dropped the means test and has broad-
ened its program to cover both unemployed and low income workers
in all of its territory. France has also broadened its program, with
the creation of the national employment fund, which is designed to
help workers adapt to structural changes in the French economy. The
United States has recently introduced its labor mobility demonstration

iprojects and plans to increase the mimber of projects nto more areas
in MG.

in the United States, 16 labor mobility demonstration projects were
authorized under the 1063 amendments to the Manpower Development
and Training Act. These projects covered a wide variety of unem-
ployed people. Approximately 1,200 persons have been moved in 14
States. Although the projects have been recently terminated, it is
apparent that relocation assistance coupled with a job offer and affec-
tive placement by the employment service will induce many workers
to move.

I Re@ F. Sn.
4 8(ta p. 20.
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